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ABSTRACT

Continuous reinforcement (CRF), fixed-ratio (FR) r and several

second-order schedules of reinforcement were compared in a standardized

picture-naming procedure with two severely retarded children. In Phase

One, performance under a condition with a continuous reinforcement

schedule whereby every correct response was reinforced rñras compared with

that under a fixed-ratio schedule whereby every twelfth correct response

was reínforced (FR 12). Both children learned rnore picture 'na¡res and

enìitted more correct responses in the FR 12 condítion than in the CRF

condítion. In Phases TÌ¡o to Five, performance in an FR 12 condition was

compared with that under several second-order schedule conditions. Each

second-order schedule had a response requirement of twelve correct res-

ponses to primary reinforcement" Under the second.-order schedules a

brief stimulus (an electric bell chimed and four 60 watt colored lights'

were illuminated) followed a particula:r number of correct responses

(either every 2, 3, 4, or 6 correct responses). one child learned more

picture n¿rmes in the second-order schedule conditions (in which every

four and every six correct responses vrere followed by brief sti:nulus pre-

sentations) than under the FR 12 condition in three of four phases but

the other child learned about the same tttU.t of picture n¿ìmes under the

FR 12 and second-order schedule conditions. Considering the performance

of both children, more correct responses occurred under second-order

schedules than under FR 12 in six out of eight phases. Differences ob-

served in performance under FR 12 and second,-order schedules lilere not

clearly related, to the particular value of the second-order schedule
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involved. The finding under certain schedules of pause aåd run patterning

of response rates following primary reinforcement (under certain phases

with llR 12 and second-order schedules) and foll-owing brief stimulus pre-

sentations under certain second-order schedules provided further evidence

that the schedules of reinforce¡nent controlled responding observed in the

experirnent. An atten¡pt r¡¡as also made in the present research to determine

whether under second-order schedules the verbal stimulus "good" contrib-

uted to the probability of the responding observed. Relating comparisons

of performance under FR 12 and second-order schedules with "good" to com-

parísons of performance under FR 12 and second-order schedules hTithout

rrgoodrr following correct responses faileil to demonstrate a consistent

effeCt of the Presenge or absence of ttggod". Because "g6od" might Serve

as a conditioned reinforcer fot some children it r.¡as suggested that "good"

follow correct responses in verbal training sessions conducted under

second-order schedules.

The main conclusion of the study was that verbal training sessions

could be made more efficient through the investigation and application of

findings on the effects of schedules of reinforcement on human performance

on relativelY comPlex tasks-
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CTIAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Or¡er the past decade principles deríved from a systematic analysis

of the behavior of nonhuman organisms have been used to ameliorate a var-

iety of speech and language disorders. Some areas in.which research has

been done include stuttering (e.g., Shames & Sherríck, L963¡ Martin &

siegeL, L966¡ Ingham, 1973) , dísfluency (e.g., siegel & Martin, 1965;

Siegel, Lenske & Broen, 1969), and. aphasia (e.g., Lane & Moore, L962¡

I,lcReyno1ds, 1966). Research has also been directed to the relative or

cmrplete lack of speech among persons classified as autistic.and retarded

(e.g., wolf, Risleyr and Mees, L964¡ Hewett, 1965; Wolf C Risley, L967) .

Many individuals so classified emit very Iittle or no speech and of that

emítted much is not in the form of words recognized by the surrounding

verbal community. Generating and maintaining verbal behavior of such

peopJ-e i= i¡rpo)tant because an adequate verbal repertoire is prerequisite

to receiving the maximum benefÍt from the educational and recreational

program provided by ínstitutions. In addition, an adeguate verbal rep-

ertoire is prerequisite to any attempt to have the inthvidual leave

institutional care and function successfull-y id the comrrunity at Large-

Several review articles have pointed to the relevance of the

oçerimental analysis of behavior for the probl-em of generating and

extending the speaking repertoires of auÈistic and retarded children

(Brookshire, L967; Holland, 1967¡ Hartung, 1970). the behaviår change

principles and methodology applied in,generatrng and extending the ver-

bal behavior of nontalking children $tere first explored in the psycho-



logical laboratory with nonhuman organisms

Skinner, 1957).

(Skinner, 1938; Ferster, &

Some Methods and Princip!çe- o:l-!þe rimental Analysis of Behavior

Skinner (f938) proposed a distinction between operant and reflex

or respondent behavior. Operant behavior largely referred to Èhose

actions of the organism which operated upon the environment v¡hereas

respondent behavior largely referred to changes in internal physiology

elicited by stimuli. iltt ott.r factors such as deprivation held con-

Stant, the rate of occurrence of operant behavior stas demonstrated to

be a function of the past consequences of that behavior. Ttro types of

consequences which affect the likelihood of behavior are reinforcement

and punishment.

Reinforcerr,ent has been defined as a procedure in which an instance

of behavior, a resPonse' is followed by a sti:nutus event that makes a

response of the same class (e.g., bar-pressing) more probable(cf. e'9',

Bijou, Lg63, P. 9). When a class of responses is made'more probable

through the presentation of a stjmulus following members of t'hat class

the.process is referred to as operant conditioning and,rthe stimulus pro-

ducing the change in probability is referred to as a positive reinforcer.

frlhen a response class is made more probar'rle through the removal of a

Stimulus following members of that, class' the process is aLso referred

to as operant conditioning and the stimuLus whose renoval produces the

change in probability is terured a negative reinforcer. Some stjmuli

serve as reinforcers without any special history with respect'to the

organism. Such stimuli, often related to the maintenance:of biological

equilibrium (e.g., food), are referred to as pri:nary or unconditioned

reinforåers (cf., white, Lg7L, p. 140) . stimuli which gain reinforcing



properties solely through a history of pairing with other reinforcers

are termed conditioned reinforcers (cf ., !{trite, L97L, p. 139).

Punishment, the other type of consequence affectÍng future be-

havior, involves a decrease in response rate produced by a stirnulus

change following responses. Punishment may involve either the removal of

a positive reinforcer or the presentation of a negative reinforcer con-

tÍngent u¡nn the emissíon of a response. Revierp articles on punishment

include Azrin and llolz (1966) vrho exanined the basic findings regarding

punishment, Johnston Q972) who examined the effects of punishment on

human behavior, and Gardner (1969) who provided rules for the effective

use of punishment vtith severely retarded individuals-

Stimuli occurring before responses may also come to control the

rate at which operant responses are enitted (e-g., Bijou, Lg63' p- 9)-

Stimulus control refers to the extent to which rates or probabilities

of responding vary as a function of tre presence or absence of that stirn-

ulus in the environment (cf., White, tdZt, p. 167) . A stimulus in the

presence of which an operant response is reinforced is termed a positive

discriminative stimulus (SD) and a stimulus ín the presence of whÍch

operant responses are never reinforced is termed a negative discri¡nina-

tive stimulus (SA) (e.g., !{hite, 1971, Pp. 151-152).

. Reinforcers may strengËhen ana taintain behavior even when they

do not follow every response (e.g., Skinner, 1939; and Ferster & Skinner,

1957). Rules that specify those responses to be reinforced are ter:ured

schedules of reinforcenent (cf., e.g., Schoenfeld & Cole, L972, p- 4) .

Betr¿een the extreme cases of cont,inuous reinforce¡nent (Cgf) whereby

every response i-s reinforced and extinction whereby no resPonse is

reinforced there are a large nu¡nber of schedules of intenrittent rein-
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forcement" Under one basic class of intemittent schedules of reinforce-

ment, ratio schedules, reinforcement is contingent upon the emission of

a nr:mber of responses. !{hen the ntrmber of responses satisfying the

schedule is constant the schedule is termed, a fixed-ratío schedule (FR).

For example, an FR schedule whereby every fifth response is reinforced

is abbreviated FR 5. If the n¡rmber of responses required for reinforce-

ment is not constant but varies about a mean value, Ëhe ratio schedule is

referred to as a variable-ratio (VR) schedule. For exaruple, a VR sched-

u}e in which, on the averaçle, every fifth response is reinforced is

abbreviated VR 5.

In a second basic class of íntermittent reinforcement schedules,

interval sch'edules, reinforcement, is contingent upon the emissÍon of the

first response after an intervat of Èi¡ne has elapsed since the previous

reinforcernent. If the interval is of a fixed duration the schedule is

tetmed a fixed-interval (FI) schedule. For exanple, an FI schedule which

specifíes reinforcing the first response e¡nitted after a SO-second inter-

val has elapsed is abbreviated FI 50 seconds. If the interval after

which the fÍrst response is reinforced varíes around a mean value the

schedule is termed a variable interval (VI) schedule- A VI schedule which

specifies reinforcing the first response after an interval averagíng 50

seconds is abbreviated VI 50 seconds

Each of the above schedules of reinforcenent produces a character-

istic patterning of response rate (cf., Re1molds, 1968, p- 62r - FI res-

ponding, for example, characteristically shows a pause in responding

imnediaÈely after primary reinforce¡nenti tfiat is followed by a positively

accelerated rate of responding. VI and VR schedules generate nearly con-



stant rates of responding in most cases. Under FR schedules a relatíve1y

high rate of responding is srstained fron the first response after rein-

forcenent through the last reinforced response in the ratio. Aitdition-

al}y, urider intermediate and high ratios there is a pause following the

delÍvery of reinforcement which Griffiths and Thompson (1973) telsl a pre-

ratio pause. The combination of the pause fotlowíng reinforcement and

the sr¡bseguent high rate of responding has been ter:ned a "pause and run"

Pattern.

Extensive research has been done on the effects of a large variety

of schedules of reinforcement on behavíor. Many of the complex schedules

studied have been based on cornbinations and per:nutations of intenral- and

ratio schedules (cf ., e.çt., Ferster & Skinner , Lg57) ' !{trile much of the

basic research on the effects of schedules has been done with nonhuman

organisms, research has also been done which shows that the overall rate

a¡d patterning of responding on trever pressing by hrxtans is a function of

the schedule of reinforcement in effect.

Basic Schedule Effects with Humans

Iong, Ha¡rutack, May and Canpbell (1958) studied lever or key press-

ing by 2OO normal children from four to 
.eiSht 

years of age trnder several

values of FI, FR, and VI schedules of reinforce¡nent. Pennies, slide pre-

sentations, or trinkets served as positive reínforcers for responding.

Although the chíldren utere not deprived'of these reÍnforcers to any

planned extent and although the reinforcers were judged to be weak, the

schedules of reinforcesrent exercised effective control over responding

by the children. patterns of responding, generåt"a Uy these schedules were

generally similar to those obtained witå nonhuman organisms with the ex-
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ception of behavior generated under FI schedules. Only a few sr:bjects

showed clearly scalloped responding, characteristic of FI performance of

nonhuman organisms, in which after a pause foll-owing reÍnforcement the

rate of responding gradually accelerates. VihiLe Ferster and Skinner

(1957) found that the scalloped pattern of responding was a relatively

pernanent characterist,ic of FI responding, Long'et aI. found that the

scall-oped patÈerning eventualty disappeared permanently in the behavior

of those few subjects who initially did show scalloping.

Ellis, Barnett, and Pryer (1960) studied lever pressing in retar-

dates under a nr:mber of schedules of reinforcement. In their first

experimenÈ lasting 30 days 12 adult retardates $tere exposed to daily ex-

perimental sessíons of 30 minutes. An FR 10 schedule of reinforcement

was in effect, for the fírst 11 ilays. Over the next 19 days the schedules

succássivel-y in effect ?üere: FR 30, VI I minute, FI I mÍnute, FR 10, and

FR 1OO. Sugar-coated chocolate candíes served as positive reinforcers in

experirnent one. In their second oçeriltent Ellis et aI . oçosed 26 re-

tarded teenagers and adults to a sequence of schedules of reinforcement

over a 15 day period. The study began wittr an FR 10 schedule and on every

second day the ratio requirement was raised by eittrer 20 or 3O responses

until on the tenth day the requírerrent stood at FR 130. On the twelfth

day the schedule was changed from FR 13O to FR 1024 aúd positive rein-

forcers used were switched from sugar-coated chocolate candies to cigar-

ettes. Performance on FR 1024 was fairly linear and stable for aII sr¡b-

jects. Generally speaking, sr:bjects !üere sensitive to schedule changes

and exhibited fairly tlpical response patternir¡g under the schedules

enrployed. 
:

Orla¡rdo and Bijou (1960) studied lever pressing with retarded
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children one to sixteen years of age under four basic schedules of

reinforcernent (FI, VI, FR, and VR) and under two multiple schedules'

Under multiple schedules reinforcers are delivered according to t!"o or

more schedules of reínforcement and the schedules are alternated- A

specific stimulus is correlated with each of the schedules of reinforce-

nent (cf . lrlhite, 1971, p. 157). Performance observed under these sched-

ules was generally very similar to that observed with nonhuman organí'sms

under the same schedules excePt' as in Long et al. (1958), under FI

schedules of reinforcement. Although as in ani¡nal studies 9enerally

lower rates of responding were observed under FI than under FR schedules

of reínforcenent, the FI schedules of reinforcenent produced the great-

est diversity of behavior with scalloping occurring infrequently.

Studies of lever pressi.ng behavior in children suggest on the whole, how-

everí that response rates are largely a functíon of the schedule of

reinforcement in effect.

Operant Conditioning of Verba1 Behavior

Research by Greens¡roon (1955) showed that verbal behavíor was

¡rodifiable by quite subtle conseç[uences. In his experinent two classes

of nouns were designated. One class consistqd of plural nouns and the

other class_ consisted of all other wordi. The experímenterrs vocaliza-

tion ,rnum-htrro,' served as the presuned reinforcer. Normal subjects were

instructed to say aLl the words that they could think of and to say then

individualJ-y. They were instructed not to use any sentences or phrases

or to count. In the first twenty-five minute period the experimenter,

said "mrun-hrnn" followíng the onission of each plural noun. During a

further twenty-five minute period the experimenter did not conment fol-
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lowing any of the subjectrs vocalízations. During the phase in which

,,Íuur-hmm,' followed p1ural nouns approxímateLy 22 plural nouns were emitted

per five minute period and during the phase in which no comment was made

following any vocalization 11 plural nouns !üere emitted per five mínute

period. I(rasner (1958), Salzinger (1959), and Greenspoon (1962) reviewed

similar subsequent studies. HoIz and Azrin (1966) concluded that atternPts

to replicate the findings of Greenspoon (1955) have met with mixeil though

generally positive results. The major i:nport of the study was the verbal

behavior had been shown to be modífiable by its consequences.

Many subsequent studies have shown that the verbal behavior of

the retarded ís rrodifialrle through the use of reinforcement (Barnett,

Pryer and Ellis, 1959; Locke, 1969a; Locke, 1969b). ApProxÍmately ten

years after Greenspoonrs (1955) demonstration the enrphasis in research on

verbal behavior with the retardecl shifted from the modification of exis-

tent verbaL behavior to åystematic attempt" ao g"rr.rate a¡rd extend the

verbal behâvior of nontalking retarded and autistic individuals' The

denonstration that vêrbal behavior was modifiable by its conseçluences

together with the related mettrodology of the experimental analysis of

behavior provided researchers with a workable strategy for speech gener-

atíon. ,,If speech is behavior, just as wal-king or pressing a lever,

methods used to change the frequency or form of other behavior can also

be used to modify verbal behavior (Holland, L967, P. 17)." As Buddenha-

gen (1,971, p. iA) coments, viewed from the perspective of the experi-

mental analysis of behavior the problen of nontalking becomes a matter of

providing environmental condítions whích will- evoke, expand, and suPport

verbal behavior.
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Verbal Trainins: Imitation

In a review of procedures used to establish verbal repertoires in

nontalkíng children, Hartung (lrg7}, p. 205) stated that an imitative re-

pertoire was a major prereguisite to developing verbal behavior: "Not

only is imitative verbal behavior considered a prerequisite to functional

speech,- but functional speech cannot be developèd in a nonspeakÍng child

unless that child fírst imitates the verbal responses of others consis-

tenÈJ-y." Because many autistíc and retarded children do not consistently

ímitate either the verbal or motor responses of others, verbal training

prócedures are often directed inítíally to the development of such an

j¡ritative repertoire. Baer, Peterson, and Sherman (1967) and Peterson

(1968) , for example, have provided detailed procedures for the generation

of j¡nitative behavior through the reinforcement of progressively closer

approíim"tions of the responses of the experimenter. Once the child

consistentty imitates a nr.rmber of the çxperirnenter I s motor performances

a vocal stimulus (i.e., sound) is presented and responses that progress-

ively approximate that stimulus are reinforced. Risley (1968) described

a procedure that began with the conditioning of gross motor imitation and

progressed to finer motor imitaÈions, to facial movements and finally to

vocal responses. The objective of these'proced,ures in general is to

bring the indívidual, through inítial condítioníng of imitative motor

behavior, to appropríately imitate the vocal responses of another Person

in order to facilitate the further development of verbal behavior.

In an analysis relevant to strategies for expanding vocal imitative

reperto:ires, Skínner (1957, p. 54) used the termr "echoic" to refer to a

verbal operant in which the verbal response generates a sound pattern

similar to that of the stjmulus. An example of an echoic would be saying
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.dog, upon hearing the sound 'dog'. In the echoÍc there is a point to

point correspondence between the sound of the stimulus and the sound of

the response. Skinner naintained that while the first, echoic responses

acquired by a child tend to be fairly large íntegral uníts, for example'

'mama' or rpapa', a unit repertoire at the level of separate speech

sounds, for exarnple, "buh' or "kuh", later develops. ThiS single-sound

or minimal echoic repertoire is optimal for evoking a response of a given

form ín order to reinforce the response as a whole and in order to set up

other kinds of st,imulus control beyond control by the vocalÍzations of

others. For example, in teaching a child to name an object it is tlpic-

aIly not feasible to wait for the complete response to ernerge "spontane-

ously" in order to reinforce it and the method of progressively shaping

of vocal responses, as Skinner notedr ßây prove excessively time consum-

ing. One may instead evoke the response (for example' "alligator") as an

assemblage of smalt ecfroic units never before arranged in a gíven order

(for exampie, "a1-1i-ga-tor") and ttren reinforce this large response in

the presence of a paiticular stimulus (for exanrple, a picture of an

"tttn"t;:';r" 
roward rhe srase ar, which rarser responses may be evoked

in the above fashion, the nr¡mber of different vocal sounds or minimal

units may be increased, once imitation reliably occurs, through the use

of physíca1 gruidance of the chilcl's speech apparatus, íncluding the nouth,

teeÈh, and tongrue, and through reinforcing Progressively closer approx-

imations to the correct pronunciation. Iovaas, Berberich, Perloff, and

Schaeffer (1966) developed a systematic set of procedures to establish
:

vocal i¡ritation in nontalking children ttrrough positive reinforcement and

physical guidance of the speech aPparatus. In the first trainíng step
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Lovaas et aI. reínforced all vocalizations and visual fix¡itions on the

experimenterrs mouth with bites of the child's meals. Self-destructive

a¡¡d inattentive behavior and tantrums Lùere punished with spanking or

shouting.

When vocal responses and visual fixations by the subject became

freguent, the second training step was instituted under which vocal

responses were reinforced only if emitted within six sèconds following

the experimenterrs vocalizations. In ttre third training steP' begun

when the frequency of the subject's vocalizations had tripled beyond the

rate under step one, vocal res¡ronses \,vere reinforced only if they matched

the oçerimenter's vocalizations. Vocalizations were chosen for training

in the third step if the following conditions were met: first, the vocal

behavior. involved !{as one that cor¡ld be prompted by physical guidance;

second, the vocalization had a concomitant visual componentt and third,

ttre sound vras one e¡nitted frequently in ttre first training step. In the

for¡rth and subsequent training steps the presentation of new sounds for

imitation was ínterspersed with sounds that had been reliably initated

earlier in training.

Iovaas et al. demonstrated the imporÈance of response contingent

positive reinforcement for the acquisition of i:nitative vocal responses

by delivering reinforcement on the basis of time alone independently of

behavior. Imitative behavíor markedly deteriorated in this phase.

Many studies (e.g.' Hewett, 1965; Kerr' I'leyerson s MichaeL, 1965¡

Ris1ey & !{olf, 1967¡ Schell' Stark & Giddan, L967¡ Blake & Moss , L967¡

Stark, Giddan & Meisel, 1968; Goldsteín & Lanyon , LgTal have t.*ta.U

procedures fôr generating verbal behavior similar to those of Lovaas et

at. (1966)
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Verbal Traini¡gt Picture-Na¡ning

A further step in verbal training involved object or picture nam-

ing. ;tt.rnirrgr has been defined as the emission of the appropriate verbal

response in tre presence of a stimulus object (!{olf & Risley, L967 , p. 80;

Hartung, 1970, p. 2L2). ltrhis definition closely resembles skinner's

clefinition of the "tact" as a "...verbal operant inwhich a response of

a given form is evoked (or at least strengthened) by. a particular object

or event or property of an object or event (Skinner, L957 I PP' 8l-82) .il

One of the goals of lfolf, Risley and Mees (1964)was to expand the

impoverished verbal repertoire of an autistic boy three and a half years

of age. Procedures in the study were designed to shift the stimulus

control over. vocal responding by the subject from the experimenter's

vocaLizations (i.e., from echoic responding) to control by pictures of

objects (i.e., tacting).. In the initial procedures, one of five pictures

was presented to the subject along with the statenent: "This is a

(nasre of oÉject pictured) . " Correct imitations of the picture n€tme were

reinforced with a bite of a meal and with the statement rrgood" or "that's

right," by the experirnenter. After several days of sessions under this

procedure ttre experimenter omitted stating the names of the objects

pictured but continued to reinforce correct naming resBonses in the

presence of the pictures. Following three weeks of daily sessions the

subject emitted correct naning resPonses in the presence of ten pictures'

Sr¡bçequent training involved teaching the names of items in picture books

and of household objects. Vfolf, Ris1ey and Mees (1964) maintained that

porderful reinforcers, such as food, were necessary for the initial evo-

cation and strengthening of vocal verbal responding:but that naming res-

ponses could later be maintained or developed through the use of experi-
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menter attentíon and approval (which would presumably have acguired rein-

forcing por"ter through pairing with other reinforcers) following such

responses.

Risley and !{olf (Lg67l expanded the vocal verbal repertoires of

four children diagnosed as autistic who could mimic some lvords or short

sentences at the beginning of training. Initially, vocalization that

matched those of the experilnenter were reinforced with a spoonful of food'

Vocalizations that the sr:bject could imitate were interspersed among

presentations of vocalizations being trained as in Lovaas et al' (1966) '

lilhen successful imitations of the experimenter I s vocalizations became

highly probable, stimulus control was shifted from the experimenter's

vocalizatioris to a picture or object. upon presenting a picture or

object the experi:nenter said: 'I{hatrs this? (name of object or

picture).1' Correct imiËations of the picture or object name \iÙere rein-

forced. once the child reliably looked at the object' the time between

the presentation of the question "that's this?" and the experimenterrs

statenent of the name of the object or pictrrre was gradually lengthened.

to more than five seconds. Risley and !{olf suggested for a picture or

object name to be consídered learned under their procedures' thei naming

response must have been correctly emitted in the presence of the item at

ttre beginning of three consecutive sessions.

À nr¡mber of researchers have applied procedures si¡nilar to those

used by Risläy and Wolf $967). Jensen and Womack (1967) reporied

successful use of a picture-naming procedure with a six year old autis-

tic boy. Goldstein "rrà 
L"rryor, (f971) reported successful application of

similar priocedures by parents working with an autistic boy. Sulzbacher

and Costello (19?O) generated color' picture, and object naming behavior
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with a six year old autistic boy on the assumption that these naming

skil-ls $Iere commonly required ín kindergarten and ppblic school'

A nunrber of studies have reported verbal training tasks other than

imitation or picture and object naming. Systematic procedures have been

applied to generate! the use of phrases (Risley & 9lotf, 19671, Èhe use

of sentences (Hewett, L965¡ Blake & Moss ' L9671, responding to verbal

commands (Schell, Stark, Giddan & Meisel¡ Lg67)i answering questions

(Hewett, 1965) and appropriate pluralizatíon of nouns (Guess, Sailor,

Rutherford & Guessr 1969; Guess, Lg6g). A further extension of verbal

training beyond object or picture naming involved generating simple

reading responses or textual behavior. As defined by Skinner (1957, p'

661, a textual operant, consists of a vocal response under the control of

a nonauditory verbal stimulus. Examples of nonauditory stimuli include

letters, ctraracters, symbols, pictographs, and hierogltrPhs' with autis-

tic and retarded individuals, correct vocal resPonses have been gener-

ated in thè presence of nunbers and letters (Jensen & Vlomack' L967), and

of combínations of tvto leËters (Stark, Giditan & Meisel, 1968) '

Verba1 Training: Schedules of Reinforcement

Although some basic procedures for generating and extending vocal

verbal repertoires have been developed, Holland 0967, p. 17) noted in

relation to verbal training procedures that: "Merely superficial under-

standÍng of the princíples of operant conditioning will preclude the

e:çloration ôf more involved but hÍghly relevant laboratory findings

such as the effects of schedules of reinforcement.rr In a similar vein,

Buddenhagen (1971, p. 15) stated that operantrconditioning was less a

technique than it r,ùas an operational fra¡rework for the systenatic study

of behavior and its deternrinants. Both authors seem to be suggesting
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that verbal training procedures could be improved by a more extensive

analysis of the determinants of verbal behavior and by applying findíngs

on the effects of schedules of reinforcement Èo the improvement of the

efficiency of verbal training procedures. !{hile studies have shown that

the observed rates of responding on lever pressing tasks are largely a

function of the schedule of reinforcement in effect (El1is' Barnett &

Pryer, 1958; Orlando & Bijou, 1960), little has been done to explore the

effects of schedules of reínforcement on performance in verbal training

sessions. Most verbal traíning procedures reported have delivered Prim-

ary reinforcement on CRF or unspecified schedules.

A relatively small nr:¡nber of studies have employed schedules of

reinforcement other than CRF in verbal training sessions. These studies

rrouped into thos positive reinforceÍientmay be roughly grouped into those which provide

fo= íott"ct responses but no specific contingencies for incorrect res-

ponses and those studies which provide'both for the reinforcement of

correct responses and for the punishment of incorrect resPonses.

McReynolds and Huston (1971) studied vocal imitations by severely

retarded children under a number of oçerimental conditions. Performance

under a condition in which correct vocal imitations lfüere reinforced and

in which incorrect responses had no programned consequences was coutpared

with performance under two conditions in which tokens were given for

correct resPonses and removed following incorrect responses. In the

first ,,token loss" condition, three tokens were given after each correct

response and one token removed following each incorrect response. In

.the second token loss condition, one token was'given following each

correct response and one token rdas removed following each incorreòt res-

ponse. Tgkens were exchangeable for candies or toys. McReynolds and
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Huston found that fewer incorrect responses LÍere emitted under the condi-

tion in which tokens were only given, than under either condition in rn'hich

they were both given and removed. However, Biberdorf (1971), employíng

a pícture-naming task with severely retarded children, found that more

correct resPonses were emitted and more picture names were learned under

a condition in which tokens vrere renoved following boÈh incorrect responses

and five second periods of inattentive behavior than under a condition in

which incorrect responses were followed with the statement "nol" and in

which inattentive behavior was ignored.

. Kircher, pear and Martin (197I) used electric shock as a punishing

stimulus in a picture-naming task with retarded children' In the first

experiment under one condition every fifth naming or imitative response

was reinfcrced with the deLivery of a token (backed up variously with

fooð,í candies, and picture-book presentations on the basis of one backup

reinforcer for five tokens), inattentive behavior was ignored' and

incorrect responses were followed by a sharp "no!" from the experimenter'

Under the second condition in the first exPeriment every fifth correct

response was reinforced and each incorrect response and every five second

period of inattentíve behavior were followed by a mild electric shock and

a Sharp t'nol". I'l6re picture names were.learned and lower levels of

ínattentive behavior observed under the punishment condition than under

tfre nonpuníshment condition

In their second experiment Kircher et al. varied the number of five

second períods of inattentive behavior and the number of incorrect res-

ponses that were folLowed by shock. Vfhen tåe latio of incor:lect responses

a¡rd five second intervals of inattentive behavior to shock was greater

tr¡an one-to-one, the tíme spent in inattentive behavior and Èhe ntmber of
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correct naming or imitative responses was about the same under the

punishment and nonpunishment conditions

Stephens (1971) compared FR schedules of reinforcement with several

values of an interlocking schedule of reinforcement. Reynolds (1968' p.

g4) defined an interlocking schedule as one in which the number of res-

ponses required for reinforcement changes as a function of the time since

the previous reinforcement. Stephens varied the number of responses

required for reinforcenent such that the requirement increased with the

passage of time since the previous reinforcement. In the first phase of

thè stuity an FR 5 schedule of reinforcement was in effect under one condi-

tion and an interlocking schedule under the second. Under the interlock-

ing schedule reinforcement was delivered fotlowing the fifth correct

response provided that that response occurred. witt¡in a fíxed time period

follíwing the previous reinforcenent. If the fifth resPonse did not occur

within this time limit, the response rgquirement increased by two

responses. For each additional time period in which the response require-

ment !üas not met the response reguirement increased by t!'ro resPonses to

a naximum of 15. For both subjects in the study the final length of the

time period was 60 seconds. Less ti¡ne was spent in inattentive behavíor,

correct responses were e¡nitted, and'more picture names ldere learned

under the interlocking schedule than under the FR schedule. A second

phase was conducted in order to determine whether the differences occurred

because more correct responses were euritted per reinforcer under the

interlocking schedule than under the FR schedule. In other !,tords' the

interlocking schedule might have had the effect of an FR schedule whose

val-ue was equal to the nr.:¡nber of correct resPonses occurring per reinforce-

ment under the interlocking schedule. Stephens (1971) increased the
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response requl-rement of the FR schedule to equal the average number of

responses per reinforcer occurring under the interlocking schedule. Both

sgbjects continued to spend less time in inattentive behavior' to emit

more correct responses, and to learn more picture n€unes under the inter-

lockíng condition than under Èhe FR condition-

. Much research remains to be done in ascettaining those schedules

of reinforcement rvhich produce efficient use of time in verbal training

sessions by generating relatively high rates of responding. For such

research to be pertinent, it seerns that those schedules studied should

alóo be applicable without a great deal of equipment and expense to ver-

Èal training sessions in order to maximize the adoption of any improved

methods found. Schedules of reinforcement which do in fact produce

relatively efficient verbal training and which are readily applicable

woulé stand as strong alternatives to the current practice of employing'

schedules of continuous reinforcement in verbal training sessions.

Additional Basic Research with Schedules of Reinforcement

Of the schedules of reinforcement which typically produce higher

rates of responding than CRE', FR schedules are perhaps the most easily

appl-ied without special equipment. Second-order schedules constitute

another group of'schedules of which to*. may be applied without special-

ized equipment. A second-order schedule treats behavior satísfying one

schedule contingency as a unit that is itself reinforced according'to

some schedule of reinforcement (Kelleher ' Lg66, p. 476) ' Notationally,

tl¡e schedule generating the unitary behavior or component is enclosed in

parentheses and ttre schedule of food or pri-nary reinforcement for this
'

unítary response or component precedes the parentheses. For example' a

schedule treating the completion of an FR 5 component as a unitary res-
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ponse and reinforcing thís component under an FR 2 schedule with primary

reinforcement would be abbreviated FR 2 (FR 5). The total nr.¡¡nber of

responses required to primary reinforcement would be ten. If this second-

order schedule did not have a specific sti:nulus correlated with the comple-

tion of each component, it would differ from an FR 10 schedule only in

notation. Thus, second-order schedules involving fR components maintained

under FR schedules do not differ from simple FR schedules with the same

response requirement to primary reinforcement when lacking specific stimuli

following the completion of each component.

' Second-order schedules in which stimuli of short duration follow

the completion of component schedules are termed Þrief stimulus schedules

(Stubbs, 17TL). Second-order brief stimulus schedules involving FR com-

ponents terminated by a specific stimulus and maintained under FR sched-

ul-es'have been found to generate higher rates of respondíng than do

schedules with identical response requirements to primary reinforcenent

that lack such stimuli (Findley & Brady' 1965; Kelleher, L966¡ Str:bbs,

l97L¡ Lee & Gotlub, L97L). Notationally the presentation of the brief

stimulus in such schedules is represented by ":S". Thus, FR 2 (FR 5:S)

designates a schedule in which a brief stimulus follows the completion

of every fifth response.

Finclley and Brady (1965) studied the facilitative effects of pre-

senting a stimulus intermittently paired with primary reinforcement

wittrin an FR schedule which had a large resPonse requirement. A male

chímpanzee served as the subject of the study. In the first phase of the

e:çeriment, one of two schedules, determined ragdômly, was in effect. In

tl:e presence of a red light an FR 4OO0 schedule was in effecË. In the

presence of a green light FR 10 (FR 4OO:S) was in effect whereby a 0.5
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second illumination of the feeder light followed the completion of each FR

4OO component. Higher rates of responding and shorter pauses following

primary reinforcement were found under the brief stimulus second-order

condition than under the FR 4000 condition. In a further phase, Findley

and Brady assessed preference for the two conditions by providing a switch

with which the sr:bject could determine the stimulus and schedule in effect.

The green stimulus-brief stimulus condition was consistently selected over

the red stimulus-FR condition.

In a second experiment Findley and Brady exposed a second chimpan-

zee to an FR 30 (FR 4OOO:S) schedule of reinforcement. Under this sched-

ule which required 12O,OOO responses for primary reinforcement a O-5 second

illumination of the feeder light followed the completion of each FR 4000

cornponent. The duration of pauses following brief stimuli was very simi-

lar ¡ío that following food reinforcement under FR 40OO in experiment one.

Bríef stimulus presentation intermittently paired with primary reinforce-

urent thus maintained high rates of reinforcerient under very sparse

schedules of reinforcement when presented upon completion of FR components

that were maintained under FR schedules of reinforcement.

Thomas and Stutibs (1966) studied the enhancing effects of brj-ef

stimulus presentati"ons intermittently paired with primary reinforcenent'

on key pecking with pigeons. Key pecking vras initially reinforced under

FR 150 when the key light was illuminated red or white. After 32 sessions

ttre schedule programmed in the presence of the red light was changed from

FR 150 to FR 5 (E'R 30:S). The schedule progra¡nmed in the Presence of the

white f.ight remaihed unchanged at FR 150. The brief stimulus presentation

consisted of a 0.5 second illumination of the feeder light. Higher rates

of responding and shorter pauses following primary reinforcement were
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responding within FR 5 (FR 3O:S) showed that the largest increase in

response rates under the brief stimulus condition relative to responding

under FR 150 occurred in the first and second of the five FR 3O:S compo-

nents making up the second-order schedule response requirement' Response

rate patterning characteristic of FR schedules also was found within'each

of the component FR schedules as shown by the pauses following the brief

stimulus terminating the components.

Lee and Gollub (1971) reinforceit key pecking in pigeons under an

FR schedule and five second-order schedules involving FR components main-

tained under FR schedules. Under all six schedules studied the response

reguirement to primary reinforcement was 256 responses. The main vari-

able manipulated in the study was the size of the FR component terminated

by the brief stimulus specific schedules employed in the study were:

FR 256, FR 2(FR 128:5), FR 4 (FR 64:5), FR 8 (FR 32:S), FR 32 (FR 8:$),

and FR 128 (FR 2:S). Component size t}rus was varied from FR 128:5 to FR

2:S. A 0.5 second illumination of a green key light served as the brief

stimulus for all second-order schedules. For both birds used in the study

the schedules were first presented in the above order a rançte of 16 Eo 32

se'ssions in each and then in the reverse order for a rErnge of 15 to 26

sessions in each. As measured over the last fíve sessions of each condi-

tion, the rates of responding observed over the six schedules formed an

inverted U-shaped function in relation to the above order of schedules'

Ttre highest rateof resp,onding were found under FR 4 (FR 64:5) and pro-

gressively lower rates were found under schedules with larger and smaller

components.

Following primary reínforcement shorter Pauses generally occurred

2L

of
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under the second-order schedule conditions than under FR 256 with the

exceptions of performances under FR 32 (FR 8:S) and FR 128 (FR 2:S) ' With

these latter twq schedules there $tere more brief stimulus presentations

and smaller response units than in the other second-order schedules

studied. Under these two schedules irregfular resPonse patterns similar

to those found under FR 256 appeared in the early portions of the ratios'

Responding within comPonents generally showed a charaiteristic FR pattern-

ing of response rates as shown by pauses in responding following brief

stímuli that were in turn followed by an increase in response rate'

llhe demonstrated Power of brief stimulus presentations with non-

hr:¡nan organisms to enhance performance in some schedules above otherwise

ídentical schedules lacking these stimuli suggests an application to

verbal training procedures. One factor to consider, however' in apply-

ing second-order brief stimulus schedules to verbal training is that verbal

stimuli such as "good" ty¡pically do follow some or all correct responses

under current verbal training procedures. Hence, introducíng Second-order

schedules involving brief stimulus presentations involves superimposing

these stimuli,on othen cormnonly used stimuli. rf verbal training proced-

dures are to be made as simplef yet as effective as possibte' one sþecific

objective rnight be to determine whether the verbal stimulus "good" makes

a contrjlcution to the probatility of behavior undel second-order brief

sti¡rulus schedules. should verbal training prove equally effective under

second-order schedules with and without verbal stimuli such as "good"

contingent upon correct responses, such sti:nuli could be dropled from the

verbal training procedures providing a slmPler yet effectite procedure for

verbal training
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Statenrent of the Problem

The rate of responding by normal and retarded chililren on simple

tasks such as lever pressing is largely a function of the schedule of

reinforcenent in effect (Ellis, Barnett, & Pryer, L96O; Orlando & Bijou'

1960). ltris suggests that the efficiency of verbal training sessions

with picttire:naming may be enhanced by using schedules r¿hich typically

generate higher rates of responding than CRE. In order to maxi:nize the

adoption of any improved methods found, the schedules studied should be

applicable in verbal training sessions with a minimun of expense and

equipment. The first question therefore involved an examination of

picture-naming behavior.of retarded children under CRF, the commonly em-

ployed schedule, and under an FR schedule in order Èo deter:nrine which was

the more efficient procedure for picture-naning training.

I{ith nonhr¡nan organisms the presentation of brief stimulus.pre-

sentations intermíttently paired with primary reinforcement under second-

order schedules (involving FR components maintained under FR schedules)

t1pically generates higher rates of responding than found under oths¡'¡ise

identical schedules lacking such stimuli. This suggests that' verbal

trainÍn€f performance may be enhanced through the use of second-order

scheduLes involving brief stj¡rulus presentations. Theneforer the second

guestion involved comparing picture-naning behavior r:nder an FR schedul-e

with that under several different, second-order brief sti¡nulus schedules

with FR componènts maíntained under FR schedules in order to determine

whj.ch schedules produces superior picture-naming performance. The res-

. -J 
--ponse regurrement to primary reinforcement was the sa¡ne and the schedules

differed only in the presence or absence of brief stimuli intermittently

paired with primary reinforceÍrent following components and in the
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scheduled frequency of these stímu1i (an adititional díffefence in one

phase is stated below).

verbal training procedures commonly used typically involve pre-

senting brief verbal stimuli such as "gfood" following correct resPonses'

Ttris leads to the questíon of whether verbal stjmuli such as "glood"

under second-order schedules involving ottrer brief stimuli contribute

to strengthening or maintaining behavior in verbal training sessions'

lftrus, the third question involved comparing an FR schedule with second-

order brief stimulus schedules with and without "gfood" following correct

responses.
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CIIAPTER II

METHOD

Sr¡bjects

Tr¡o severely retarded children lrho $tere residents of Èhe St' Amant

Center in !{innipeg, Manitoba served as subjects. The children chosen as

sr:bjects met two requirements: they could imitate some of the vocaliza-

tions of the experi$enter and they could name a feht objects.

James, a 1O year old boy with arrested hydrocephaly had an exten-

sív.e history of severe self-destructive behavior (head-banging) which

resulted in a nr:mber of years in various forms of physical restraint'

Prior to the experiment head-l¡anging had been etiminated by electric shock

punishment.

- Lucille , ã 7 year old girl with Turnerrs syndrome had a sizeable

intraverbal repertoire and frequently emÍtteil unprompted verbal behavior

but she was unable, however' to name mány pictures'

Apparatus

small cr¡bicle measuring six feet wideSessions were conducted in a

and four feet long. The layout of the ct¡bicle is shown in Figure 1' The

furníture in the cr¡bicle consisted of three child-sized chairs and a 10ng

I in Figruretable aLong one waIl. Data sheets and a tirning clock (not show

1) and subject and erçerj:nenter consoles were located on the table' The

timing clock, used to deter:nine session length, faced away from the sr:bject'

The child sat in a chair to the right and across from the experímenter'

An i-rnproved. apparatus becaÍie available afjer the study had begun'

As a result, two versions of the oçeri:nenter ánd subject consoles vtere

used in the study. In the first version of the sr:bject console two large

jewel lights (which had interchangeable glass covers) and a smaller red



Fig. 1. Top view of the experimental cubicre. The cubicle was six:

feet wide and four feet deep. Shown are (l) a table, {2) experi-

menter console, (3) subject console, (4) brief stimulus apparatus -
four 60 watt bulbs and an electric door chime, (5) chítd's chair, (6)

experímenter's chair, and (7) extra chair

.:-_l
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jewel light termed. the "attending light" were mounted on a small metal

box. The small jewel 1i9ht, which could be illuminated from the experi-

menter console by closing a switch, was mounted above a small lever which

rdas connected to the experimenter console through a micros\ñtitch' In the

second version of the subject console (second version of the apparatus

was introduced with James on session 36 and with Lucille on session 30)

two large jewel lights (wittr interchangeable glass covers) were mounted

on a sma11 metal box. Tt¡o button switches served as manipulanda in the

second version of the apparatus. A small green attending 1i9ht was

mounted above and between the two buttons. Experi:nental conditions in

ttre study were associated with a unique stimulus by the transílh¡mination

of translucent bulb covers on the large jewel lights of different colors'

The first version of ttre e:çerimenter console contained three

electromechanical counters, several switches for controlling the illum-

ination of líghts, and a'device that emitÈed a tone at a predetermined

interval after a lever press by ttre sr:bject. The second version contained

silent electronic counters and could'automatically illuminate and turn off

the small jewel light at predetermined inte:n¡als'

A row of four 6O watÈ colored bulbs (red, orange, yellow' and

blue) and an electric door chime were mounted on a wooden platform on the

wall facing the child. The chime and bulbs $tere electrically connected

to a switch located by the experimenter console'

PicturesusedinthestudywerealldrawnfromPeabodyPicture

Vocabulary Cards (measuring 7 by 9 inches) manufactttred by American

Guidance service, circle Pines, Minnesota, united states of Ameríca'

.ì -.: ì :ì . :...
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Preliminary Proced,ures

A number of behaviors were strengthened to increase the efficiency

of verbal training procedures. Although both subjects had participaÈed

in verbal imítation training previously, preliminary training was under-

taken to ensure that the behaviors described below existed in high

strength in the e:çerimental situation.

Eye-contact responses. A high frequency of eye contact with the

oçerimenter was generated in order to strengthen the effectiveness of

subsequent procedures related to the picture-naming procedures. Initi-

ally, every eye contact lasting one second or more was reinforced by the

e:çeri:nenter. Progressively longer intervals of eye contact were rein-

forced until Èhe srlbject consistently made and held eye contact with the

experi:nenter for five second intervals. Both children reached this point

within two twenty-minute sessions.

Shapíng lever pressing. An attending response was defined as the

exertion of sufficient force on the lever or button to close the attached

microswitch in the sdbject console. A force of 30O grams was required

to close the mícroswitch attached to the lever and a force of 7OO grams

was reguired to close the nicroswitch attached to the button.

The initial step in shaping lever pressing involved identifying a

s¡rall nr:¡nber of pictures whose names the child could imitate- To obtain

ttrem, a prompt, vras presented with each of a large nr¡¡nber of pictures

by first asking the name and then stating the nane of the object pictured.

For.examp1e, "$lhat's this? Dog" might be said in ttre presence of a dog.

Correct imitation of the name was followed by "good" and the delivery of

a primary reinforcer. If the sr:bject did, not imitate the pictuúe name,

a five second ti¡reout period followed in which the experi¡nenter looked



away from the subject and stared at

these procedures four pictures whose

obtained for each child.
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the tabte in front of him- with

n€rmes the child could imitate were

In the next step in shapíng lever pressing the experimenter held

up a picture card near the subject console with the blank side toward the

chi}d and then pròvided the verbal prompti "Press thê }ever." The ver-

ba} prompt was given only once at the beginning of each session concerned

wítþ shaping lever pressing. Following a press by the child the experi-

menter turned the pícture side of the card to the subject and said:

r,llhat's this? _(name of object pictured)." correct i¡nitations of the

picture name \¡vere reinforced on a CRF schedule of reinforcement' If the

sr:bject did not imitate the picture name correctly, the e:çerimenter

looked away from the sqbject for five seconds before again presenting the

blank side of the card to the child. During this procedure four pictures
:

were presented, in random order' to each chilil'

The picture card was held progressively closer to the experi:nenter

until it was presented i¡nmediately in front of the oçerì:nenter ' In order

to avoid the possibility of reinforcing inattentive behaviors (i'e' '

behavior other than lever pressing) the experimenter did not look at the

subject in tl¡e interval between the presentation of the blank side of the

picture card to the chitd and the child's lever press. Following the

lever press the e:çerimenter looked at the subject and provided Èhe verbal

prompt for that picture immediately after presenting the picture side of

the card to the child. James consistently pressed the lever after two

sessions and Lucille did so after one session'

Picture-naming behavior. The four píctures used ín shaping lever

pressÍng vtere also used in preliminary procedures designed to establish
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Picture-namingbehavior.Thefirststepoftheproceao'.,aP@f',

involved presenting a picture and a prompt following a lever press by the

child. In the prompt trial the e>çeri-rnenter said: "what's this?

(name of object pictured)." If the sr:bject did not correctly imitate the

response within five second, no progranmed consequences occurred and the

child was required to emit another lever press for another picture pre-

sentation. If on the Prompt trial the sr:bject had correctly imitated the

picture name the experi-rnenter said "g:ood" and delivered primary reinforce-

ment according to the schedule described below. The next step following

a correct imitation on a prompt trial was a question trial presented

after the next lever press by the subject. The sane picture used in the

preceding prompt trial was again presented but wiÈh the question "tilhatr s

this?". If a correct naming-response was not esritted wiÈhin five seconds

following the question, the next lever press was followed with the pre-

sentation of the same picture on a Prompt trial. If a correct naming-

response was emitted wittrin five seconds following the question, the

response was reinforced according to the schedule described below and

following ttre next lever Press a prompt trial with a different picture

lras presented. The above steps r,rere repeated until the child named each

of the pictures, at least 5Ot of the ti¡ne. Picture cards, within the

limíts of this procedure, were presented in rand,om order-

Dr¡ring preliminary picture-naming behavior training the schedule

of reinforcement in effect was gradually changed from CRF to FR 12' This

increase ín response requÍrement was made over three sessions"with Ja¡nes

and over two sessions with Lucille-

Contingencies for other behaviors. Steps vüere taken to reduce the

strengtti of other behaviors that night compete with picture-naming' In
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the physical setting, objects such as data sheets' timing clocks, and

pícture cards were kept out of reach of the child' In addition' playing

with wires on the underside of the subject's console was followed by a loud

,rno!,, and forceful removal of the child's hands from the wires' This

contingency later became unnecessary because the second version of the

srrbject console had a sealed bottom. All attempÈs by the chilil to leave

his or her chair during the session vtere followed by.a loud "no!" and

replacement in the chàir. Intervals of five seconds in which the sl¡b-

ject's eyes were closed were followed by a loud "no!" and a slap on the

hand. All of the above behaviors remained at low frequencies throughouÈ

the study. In order to avoid reinforcing behavior incompatibte with lever

pressing, th.e experimenter did not look at the subject prior to lever

pressing. During this period the oçerimenter stared at the table in

front of him"

picture-Naming gaseline. Because the experiment involved comparing

the effects of various e:çeri:nental conditions on picture-naming behavior,

it was necessary to determine in advance those pictures that each child

could name and those picture nanes that each chilil coulld correctly imitate'

iltris provided greater assurance that observed differences in picture-

naning behavior between oçerimental conditions resulted from the indepen-

dent variables manipulated rather than from pictures in one experi:nental

condition being known prior to the study or because the picture names under

one experimentål condition were not pronounceabte. All pictures taught

in the study were unknown and Pronounceatrle. To obtain a pool of such

píctures for each experirnental condition a picture-naming baseline was

conducted"

On three consecutive days a large set of pictures w¿s' presented'
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Following a lever press the oçerjmenter presented a picture and said,

nlilhat's this?" If the child correctly named the picture the experi:nenter

said ,'good,' and following the next lever press presented another picture-

If the child failed to correctly name the picture follor¿ing the first

question within five seconds Èhe experi:nenter then said, without requir-

ing a further lever press' "!{hatrs this? (name of object Pictured-"

If the child correctly ímitated the picture name the experimenter said

rtgoodrr and following the next lever press, presented a different picture-

ff the picture n¿rme $ras not correctly imitated, that picture was discarded

from the study. A sarnple picture-naming baseline is shown in Figure 2.

pictures that were correctly named on each of the three days were called

known pictu:res. Pictures whose names lrere correctly imitated on each of

the three days, but not named on any day, were called unknown pictures.

AlI other pictures were discarded.from the study-

Known and unknown pictures hrere then randomly assigned to two

pools" One pool of unknown pictures was taught under one experimental

condition and the seóond pool was taught under the other experimental

condition. Known picture presentations were interspersed with unknown

picture presentations under the procedure described below. When the un-

known pictures in a given pool became low in number because they were

learned during the experi:nent, another baseline was conducted. Over the

study, two baselines were conducted with Lucille and four baselines were

conducted with James. Tables 1 and 2 contain the outcomes of these base-

i.:

lines.

During these procedures correct imitative and

were reinforced with sugqr-coated chocolate candies

of reinforcement.

naming responses

on an FR 5 schedule
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Key to symbols:

response correctly naming picture - K

response correctly imitating picture name - N

response incorrectly imitating pícture name - X

Picture Trial

tub

!23
KKK

train N N M

Outcome Category for Picture

known

unknownr new

díscarded

discarded

díscarded

discarded

discarded

ship

dol-l'

rug

rake

owI

KNN

NXN

xxx
KK

KKX

Í.ig" 2. Sample Baseline Table.



ÎABLE 1

Picture-Naming Baselines with James

New pictures - FR 12

First baseline: top, shoes, ship, rug, Pan' milkt kitet chips,
cheese.

Second baseline: sa1ad, coffeepot' T-V., comb, towe1, dustpan,
dog, dish, cupcake, boat, axe-

Third baseline: eçtçJS' letter, girl, pineapple, soldier' canoe,
goose, popcorn, knife, train, policeman, fork, spoon'

Fourth baseline: saw, printing press, turkey, cap, pliers, '49',
dressmaker' "ello, scale, '43', tuba, clown, '42' , swing,
teacher, helicopter, shorts' graPes' potato, drum'

Known pictures - FR 12

First baseline: no known Pictures.

Second baseline: pig, Pie, key, apple, soap' pot, bat'

Neü' pictures - CRF and Second-order schedules

First baseline: toilet, soup, shirt, rake, pigeon, pear' pants'
mitts' meat' IamP, kettle, deer-

second baseline: dishpan, phone, toast' sofa, sandbox, lawnmower,
æsh, beaver, monkey

lltrird baseline: nurse , dtyet, whistler glider, spider, trailer,
book, radio, sheep¡ clothespin, wrench.

Fourth baseline: horn, robotr sub, calfr'see-saw, fox, rocket'
se-l Jettu"e, leopard, fridge, moon, bed, pony, hairdryer,
raincoat, firetruck, icecream cone' pumPkin' flashlight'
e1ePhant.

l(nown Pictures - CRF and Second order sêhedules

First baseline: no known Pictures-

Second baseline: juice, doctor, búy, jello, cat, hammer, can-,

-bée, 
chair, shirt.

35
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TABLE 2

Picture-Naming Baselines with Lucille

New pictures - FR 12

First baseline: truck, soaP' snake, pigeon, onion, lamp, kettle,
jello, hammer, clipboard, cabbage, airplane.

Èer, oÌ'11 ,Second baseline: parka, beetle, train, sink' peanut but
lawnmower, hambutger, crackers, bridge, rug, kite, bee, ladder-

Known pictures - FR 12

First baseline: saleld, table, spoon' pot' slacks' mitts, meat'
milk, glassr ê9gsr cat, car, bus, bear, baIIr. apple.

Second baseline: scissors, toast, boots¡ col[b¡ horse, drum,
cheese, hot dog.

New pictures - CRF and Second order schedules

, ladder, kite, hot dog,
- helicopterr gun, calendar' bee' bat, axe-

Second baseline: dishpan, coffeepot, telephone, pancakes, pail,
carrotsr road, pie, pearr paPer, kleenex, guitarr cow, cabbage.

Known pictures - CRI. and Second order schedules

FÍrst baselíne: tr:b, toilet, swing, soup, sandbox, ríng, juice,
icecream coner horse, glasses, cookie, coke, chocolate milk,
clock, chips, chair, cake, boat, bike, balloon.

Second baseline: slide, doctor, balI, soap' glasses, swing-
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picture-Naming Procedure. The procedure used to tlach children to

name pictures \4ras similar to that described by Martin, Moir and Skinner

(1970) and by Kircher, Pear and Martin (1971). The procedure for teaching

a child to name an unknown picture required the child to imitate the name

of a picture and to name the picture on a number of trials which had

interspersed among them presentations of three known pictures drawn from

the same experimental pool as the unknown picture. Figure 3 shows a

schematic representation of the picture-naming procedure. The picture-

naming procedure involved these steps: ' . 
'-' 

.

l. The experimenter presented a randomly ch.osen unknown picture (follow-

íng a lever press by the subject) and said: rr!{hat's this? (name of

object pictured)." This was called a prompt trial. If the chilil

incorrectly imitated Èhe picture name or failed to respond within five

seconds following the prompt, the experimenter repeated step I the next

tríal. If the child correctly imitated the picture name, the experimenter

proceeded to step 2 on the next trial.

2. The experimenter presented the same unknown picture (following a lever 
;:,;.,;::,::ì, ,

press) and said, "!{hat's this?" This was called a question trial . If the 1'ij"'::'::i:1 :

.: ..:...... _.

child incorrectly named the picture or failed to respond within five ':

seconds after the question, the experi¡nenter returned to sEeP I with the

same picture on the next trial. If the child correctly named the picture

the experi¡nenter proceeded to step 3 on the next trial . :, ::;: :'
- ;t__: -::.:1

3. Following step 2, procedures in steps 1 and 2 were repeated for a

randomly selected known picture. Upon successful completion of these

steps the experi:nenter proceeded to steP 4-

4. In step 4 two more question trials were given for the unknown and for

tþ known pictures. The Fequence of presenting known and unknor¿n pictures "' ':':' "

.-Ì
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$ras varied over successive repetitions of step 4 in order to ¡rrevent the

children from learning the order of presentation of pictures. Any incor-

rect naming Ì¡Ias followed by a return to step 1 for that picture.

5. Steps l to 4 \irere repeated two times more with the same unknown pic-

ture and a second and third unknown picture-

6. Steps I to 5 r¡ì¡ere carried out for another randomly selected unknown

picture.

filhen steps I to 5 had been completed with an unknown picture ' that

picture was said to have "reached criterion". To reach criterion under

these procedures required a minimum of 24 correct imitaÈion and. naming

responses - L2 fot the unknown picture and 12 for the three unknown

pictures. Once an unknown picture reached criterion it was tested with

a question trial at the beginning of the next three sessions in that con-

dition. If ttre child correctly named the picture on all three occasions

it became a known picturå and a picture-naming response was said to be

learned. If on any of these three question trials the picture I^Ias not

correctly named, it was returned to step I of the procedures and the

process began again. Unknown pictures were discarded from the study if

they failed to reach criterion within six sessions or if it reached cri-'

terion six ti:nes and was not correctly named, on the three following

question trials. Table 4 lists the one word discarded in the study with

ilanes and the four words discarded with Lucille-

General Experi¡nental Procedures

The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of several

schedules of reinforcement on picture-naming behavior of retarded child-

ren. Tv¡o twenty minute sessions, separated by a ten minute break, were

conducted with each child five days a week. The order in which a
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TABLE 3

Píctures Discarded from the StudY

Lucille

Phase Three, CondiÈíon 2 - FR 4 (FR 3:S)

calendar, knitting

Phase Four, Condition 1 - qB f?

rug, lawnmower

James

Phase Four, Condition 2 - FR3(FR 4:S) no "good"

. firetruck
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given condition appeared vras alternated on successive days such that if

a particular condition was in effect during the first session on one day'

tt¡e condition with which it was being compared would be first on the nexÈ

day"

Sugar-coated chocolate candiesr "Smarties" (trademark of Ro$'ntree

Company) served as primary reinforcers throughout' the study for James'

Smarties were initially used as the primary reinforcer for Lucille but a

choice procedure was introduced on sessÍon eighteen under which she could

choose one of the following: a smartie, a chocolate covered raisin, a

chocolate covered peanut, or 15 ml of a diet cola drink. The stj:nuli

serving as conditioned reinforcers later in ttre study consisted of the

illumination of four cotored 60 watt bulbs and the chiming of a door be11'

The primary and conditioned reinforcers were delivered in accord-

ance r'¡ith the schedule of reinforcement in effect as aided by the program-

ming and Prompting sheet as shown in Figrure 4'

Specífic Experj¡nental Procedures

Each child was exposed to five phaèes in the study and each phase

was composed of two experimental conditions. Table 4 shows the conditions

and the number of sessions run under the condition in the study'

phase one . Under Condition 1, a'ssociated with il-trr:¡rination of an

a¡rber light on the subject, console, a schedule was in effect in which

twelve correct naming or i¡nitative responses were required for primary

reinforcement (FR 12) - The attending lig-ht on the subject console \das

illuminated at the beginning of the session. Lever Presses when the

attending light were on were followed with a p*cture card presentation and

-^-^-^: 
.i- +laa

a question or prompt, dePending upon the step reached in the procedure'

"":.r 
presses turned off the attending light for five seconds during
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TABLE 4

Experimental Conditions for Lucille

Phase Condition I Condition 2 Sessions Run

One FR 12

Tt¡o FR 12

Three FR 12

Four FR 12

Five FR 12

CRF

FR 6 (FR 2:S)

FR 4 (FR 3:S)

FR 4 (ER 3:S) no "good"

FR 4 (FR 3:S)

18

33

27

15

I

Experi:nental Conditions for James

Phase Condition 1 Condit,ion 2 Sessions Run

::i Ttùo FR 12

One FR 12 CRF

E"R 2 (FR 6:.S)

FR 3 (FR 4:s)

24

32

11

10

13

Three FR 12

a-
Four FR 12 FR 3 (FR 4:S) no rr900drl

Five FR 12 FR 3 (FR 4:S)
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which the Bicture presentation occurred and the light was automatically

reilluninated at the end of that interval. The time from the onset of the

attending light to a lever press r^¡as recorded as a duration of inattentive

behavior that could also be called a "latency" of pressing. Lever presses

when the attending light lvas not illuminated had no consequences'

Errors in the present study included improperly pronounced words'

occasions on which no naming or imitative response occurred in the five

second interval following picture presentation, and resPonses which did

not correctly name the picture presented. There were no programmed con-

Seçluences for errors. Following every correct response, however' the

experimenter said "good"

Under. Condition 2, assocíated with the illumination of a blue

light on the subject console, a schedule was in effect in which every

correct naming or jmitative response rtas followed with primary reinforce-

nent (CRF). Following evLry correct response the experi¡nenter also said

.good,,. Iri alt othêr respects the procedures under Condition 1 and 2

were identical.

Phase Two. Condition 1, associated with the ilLlnination of an

T.r 
light on the subject console was the same for both children and

for all five phases of the study in requiring twelve correct naming or

imítative responses for primary reinforcement (FR 12). Beginning with

Phase !ïo, however, delivery of primary reínforcement was accompanied

with the illumination of four 6O watt bulbs and ttre chiming of a door bell

under all conditions involving an FR 12 schedule. '

Since the schedules of reinforcement in effect under the second

conditions in Phases Tr¡o to Five were dífferent for each subject, the

procedures will be reported separately for each subject.
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In Condition 2 James was e:iposed to a second-order schedule, FR 2

(FR:6), whích v¡as associated with the illumination of a red light on the

subject console. Under FR 2 (FR 6:5), every sixth correct response lvas

followed by the illumination of four 60 vtatt bulbs and chíming of the door

bell (together called the brief sÈi¡tulus presentation) and every twelfth

correct response was followed by the brief stimulus presentation and

primary reinforcemenÈ. The experimenter said rrgood" following every cor-

rect resPonse.

In Condition 2r Lucille \¡tas exposed to a second-order schedule,

FR:6 (FR 2:s), which was associateil with the illumination of a red light

on the subject console. Under FR 6 (FR 2:S), every second correct

response was followed by the brief sti¡nu]us presentation and every twelfth

correct response was followed by the brief sti¡nulus presentation and'

primary reinforcement. During this phase a reinforcer choice.was intro'-

duced with Lucille in which the sr:bject was allowed to select one of four

primary reinforcers by pointing. This procedure, introduced on session

18, followed ùhe rejection of Smarties by Lucille. Smarties served as

primary reinforcers for James throughout the study'

. The second version of the apparatus was introduced on ttre twelfth

session of Phase l\¿o with both sr:bjects'

phase Three. Condition I, associated with the illumination of an

anber light on the subjeèt console, involved an FR 12 schedule of rein-

forcement for both children-

the

for

condition 2, associated with the iIfu:¡rination of a red light on

sr:bject console, involved qR 3 (FR 4:S) for Jarnes and FR 4 (FR 3:S)

Lucille

Phase Four. condition 1, associated with the iuu4ination of an
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a¡iber light on the sr.rbject console, againl-tvolved an FR 12 schedule of

reinforcement for both children.

Condition 2, associated with the illumination of a red light on

the sr:bject console involved second-order schedules in which "good" did

not follow correct responses but which were otherwise identical to those

under Condition 2 in Phase Three. James performed under FR 3 (FR 4:S) no

"good" and Lucille performed under FR 4 (FR 3:S) no "gfood"-

Phase Five. For both children, Phase Five conditions replicated

those in Phase Three.

Dependent Variables

The following dependent measures were examined in the study-

N¡rmber of trials per session. This measure was the number of times

the child pressed the attending lever or button.when the attending light

was illuminated and was subseguently presented with a picture. The total

nr:rnl¡er of trials per session r¡ras equal to the sum of the correct response

and errors per session.

Ntr¡iber of correct responses per session. This measure included the

total ngmber of correct responses per session on both prompt and question

Çials (i.e., the total number of correct imitative and naming responses

per session).

Ratío of correct responses to total trials. This measure consisted

of the proportion of picture presentations on which correct t.=porr=""

occurred.

patterning of response rates. Since no diÉect cumulative record

was made of perforlnance over ti:ne in the strrdyr'temporal patterning of

responding was examined in terns of the obtaíned "Iatencies" (nrmber of

seconds elapsing from the onset of the attending light to a lever press).

47
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For each of the twelve ordinal posítions making up the response require-

ment under FR 12 and second-order schedules an average latency was calcu-

Iated for trials on which correct naming or imitative responses occurred.

For purposes of comparison among schedules, latencies of responding under

CRF were serially assigned to one of twelve ord.inal positions and aver-

ages calculated as above. The results of these calculations showed the

average latency occurring from the onset of the attending liqht to a lever

press on the first trial following prirnary reinforcement, for the second

trial and so on for twelve ordinal positions.

Nurnber of picture names learned. This measure consisted of the

number of picture names each child learned according to the criterion

described above.

Interobserver Reliability

the picture-naming task required that the experimenter judge

whether a given verbal response lvas correct or incorrect. Interobserver

reliabilitlz coefficients were calculated ín order to estimate the con-

sistency of these judgrments. Ten e:çerirnental sessions were recorded

on audio tape for each subject. An independent observer (a graduate

student who was naive Èo the specific procedures of the study) listened

* UOO responses made by each subject after being familíarized with the

erçerirnenterrs criteria for judging the correctness of responses. After

each response vüas played the tape was stopped and the independent observer

gave his decision. The Èape was then started again and the observer

scored an agree$lent if the experi¡nenterrs decision matched his. and scored

a dísagreement, if the judgments made were different. Separate computa-

tions were made for responses judged correct by the experimenter and for
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responses judged incorrect. The interobserver reliability coefficient

was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of

agreements plus disagreements and multiplying the result by I00.

For JaÍies, the reliability coefficient was 85t forcorrect res-

ponses and 82t for incorrect responses. For Lucille, the reliability

coefficient was g9E for correct responses and 87* for incorrect responses.



CTIAPTER III

RESULTS

Phase One: Performance Under FR 12 and CRF Schedules

Lucille emitted more correct responses and initiated more trials

under FR 12 than under CR¡', as shown in Figures'S and 6. The ratio of

correct respoltses to total trials was about the same under the two condí-

tions as shown in Figure 7. Lucille learned four picture names under FR

12 and two picture names under CRF as shown in Figure 8. Picture names

leárned by Lucille in the study are listed in Table 5'

James, Tke Lucille, emitted more correct responses under FR 12

than under CRF, as shown in Figure 5, but he initiated about the same

ntuber of trials under the two conditions, as shown in Figrure 6' Accord-

inSLí, the ratio of correct responses to total trials was higher under

ttre FR 12 than under the CRf'condition¡ âs.shown in Figure 7. James

learned 12 picture names under FR 12 and four under CRF" aS shown in

FigUre 8. Picture names learned by ilanes in the study are listed in

Tab1e 6.

Both subjects, then, learned more piciure names and emitted more

correct responses under FR 12 than under'CRF. On other measures' per-

fo:mance under FR 12 vtas better than or equal to that under CRF' 'Speci-

fically, while Lucille initiated more trials under FR 12' Janes iniÈiated

about the sane number of trials under the two conditions and James showed

a hígher ratio of correct responses to total trials under FR 12 but

Lucille showed a similar ratio under the two ciTnditions.':
patterning of response rates was also compared under CRF and FR 12-

Recatrl that in the present study pauses were measured as the latency from
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TABI,E 5

Picture Names Learned bY Lucille

Phase One

Conditionl-FR12
truck, soaP' onion, jello

Condition 2 'CRF
hot dog, bat.

Phase llvo

Conditionl-FR12
Parka, crackers, beetle, train.

Condition 2 - FR 6 (FR 2:S)
pail, pancakes, guitar, cowr carroÈs, Paper'

Phase Three

Conditionl-FR12
@pboard, owI , peanut butter, ha¡runerr hamburger-

Conilition 2 - FR 4 (FR 3:S)
bacon, cabbage, road, teacher"

Phase Four

Conditionl-FR12
Uee, Lite.

Condition 2 - FR 4 (FR 3:S) no "good"

- 
, pear, píe, rake, coffeepot' dishpan, kleenex'

Phase Five

Conditíon1-FR12
none-

Condition 2 - FR 4 (FR 3:S)
none.
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TABLE 6

Picture Names Learned bY James

60

Phase One

Conditionl-FR12
chips 'towel,

Condition

cheese, shoes, toP, rug, milk,
dustpan.

2-CR¡.

pan, boat, dish' T.V.,

loilet, souP, shirt, kettle, brush.

Phase Two

ConditíonI-FR12
@lad, dog, kite, dishpan, stove, axe' rake,

e99sr sPoon' letter, girl.

Condition 2 - FR 2 (FR 6:5)
toast,Tãîfãy, deer, beaver, lanqnmower, phone, coffeepot'
sandbox, football, dryer, whistle, nurse, spider' skates'
g1ass, glider, trailer, book, sheep, radio, dresser' wrench'

Phase Three

ConÇition I -_FR 12
popcorn' PineaPPle, train-

Condition 2 - FR 3 (FR 4:s)
, icecream cone' ca1f, flashlight' see-

saId, elePhant' lettuce' PonY.

Phase Four

Conditionl-FR12
knife, Policeman, fork.

Condition 2 - FR 3 (FR 4:S) no "good"
bed, moon-

Phase Five

Conditionl-FR12
gooser canoe, mittt boat, pliers.

4: S)

raincoat, hairdrYer, scale, rocket, fridge, robot, seal.
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the onset of the attending light to a lever press for trials on which

correct responses were emitted and that an average patlse was calculated

for each of the tr"¡elve ordinal positions under rR 12. For comparison,

Iatencies under CRF were serially assigned to an "ordinal positiont' and

average pauses were similarly calculated. For Lucille, a 1on9 pause

followed primary reinforcement, on the average, which lyas in turn folLowed

by shorter pauses under the FR 12 condition. This pause and run pattern

is 'shown in FÍgure 9, closed circles in the top left-hand panel" No such

pattern r^¡as shown under cRF, as indicated in the same panel by the open

circles. With Janes, no clear pause and run pattern occurred under FR 12

(or under CRF) as shown in Figure 9, top right-hand panel'

Phases Two to Five: Perform

Schedules

Second-order schedule conditions are considered together in this

section because the differences in performance observed under FR 12 and

second-order schedule conditions vtere not clearly related to the particular

Value of the second-order schedule or to the presence Or absence of "goodtt 
;r, ,;,,;..¡

following correct responses under the second-order schedule conditions' '':::Ì::r':Ì

Nr¡mber of correct responses. Both children emitted more correct ' '

responses per session in the second-order schedule condition than in the

FR L2 condition in three out of four Bhases, as shown in Figure 5. Both

ctrÍldren emitted about the sane number of correct responses under the two 
,:-'::,',,,

. .1 ..._-.'.

conditions ii¡ the remaining tl,to cases (Lucille - Phase Three, and James -

Phase Five)

Concerning the effect under second-order schedule conditions of the

Verbal stimulus "good" fotlowing correct resPonses, recall that in Phases
. 

-_ ..: :-:1'
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Three to Five, FR 12 \{as compared with second-order schedlrle conditions

ín which "glood" followed every correct response and that in Phase Four

FR 12 was compared with second-order schedules otherwise iclentical to

those of Phases Three and Five but for the absence of "good!' foltowing

correct responses. The verbal sti:nulus "good" followed all correct res-

ponses under FR 12 in all phases. In Phase Three James emitted ¡nore

correc,t responses under the second-order schedule rvith "good" than under

FR 12 but Lucille _emitted about the same nu¡nber of correct responses

under the two conditions. In Phase Four, bott¡ children emitted more

correct responses under second-order schedules lacking "good" than under

FR 12. Lucille, hor,'rever, emitted few correct responses under either of

the conditions of Phase Four as shown in Figrure 5 and Figure C of Appen-

dix I. Phase Five, which repeated the conditions of Phase Three'

Lucílle emitted more correct responses under.the second-order schedule

with "good" than under FR 12 and Jarnes emitted about the same number under

the two conditions. !{hile both children emitted more correct responses

under the second-order schedules lacking "good" than under FR 12 in

phase Four, the relative effects of iecond-order schedules with "good"

compared to FR 12 shown in Phase Three htere not r"pti""ted upon reintro-

duction of the same conditions in Phase Five-
/

Figure 5 thus shows Èhe second-order schedules generally produced

more correct responses than FR 12 (in six of eight phases) but that the

value of the second-order condition and the presence or absence of "good"

in them had no obviously.consistent effects-

Total t - Figure 'T shows that in five

out of eight phases with both children, James and Lucille ínitiated a
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similar number of trials per session under FR 12 and second-order schedule

condítions (i.e.' a difference of three or fewer trials per session \^ras

found between the two conditions with Lucille in Phases Two, Three, and

Four and with James in Phases Three and Five) ' In all three phases in

which relatively larger differences stere obtained between the conditions

(í.e., five or more trials per session, on the averag'e) more trials were

initiated in the second-order schedule conditions thari in FR 12

conditions.

Concerning the effecÈ under second-order schedule conditions of

,,good', following correct responses with respect to total trials per

session, in phase Three both children initiated about the same nu¡nber of

trials per session under FR 12 and under second-order schedules with "good"'

In phase Four, James Ínitiated more trials under the second-order sched-

uLe lacking 'ngood,, than under FR 12 but Lucille initiated about the same

number under the two conditions. In Phase Five, in which the condit,ions

of phase Three vrere repeated, Lucille initíated more total trials under

the second-order schedule with "goodtr than under FR 12 but James initi-

ated about the same nr¡mber under the two conditions'

In summary of results concerning total trials per session, consid-

ering both children, more trials were initiated under second-order

schedule conditions than FR 12 in three phases and about the same number

were initiated under the two conditions in five phases. The particular

value of the second-order schedule and the presence or absence of "good"

had no obvious bearing on this finding.

Ratio of correct responses to total trials; With Janes, as shown

in Figure 6, in three out of four phases a larger ratio; of correct res-

ponses to total trials occurred under second-order schedules than under
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FR 12. With Lucille, in two out of four phases a larger'ratio of correct

responses to total trials occurred under second-order schedules- Of the

renaining three cases' in two phases a similar ratio occurred under FR 12

and second-order schedule conditions (Lucille - Phase Tvvo, James - Phase

Fíve) and in one phase (Lucille - Phase Three) the ratio of correct res-

ponses to total trials was larger under FR 12 than under the second-order

schedule condition.

Concerning the effect under second-order schedules of "good" fol-

lowing correct responses, in Phase Three with Lucille the ratio of

correct responses to total trials was larger under FR 12 than under the

second-order schedule condition with 'lgood", FR 4 (FR 3:S). In Phase

Four, in which the second-order schedule compared with FR 12 iliffered from

that of the previous phase only in the absence of "good" following correct

responses, a larger ratio of correct. responses to total trials was found

under the second-order schedule lacking "good"' FR 4 (FR 3:S) no "9ood",

than under FR 12. In Phase Five, which repeated the e:çerimental condi-

tions of Phase Three, (i.e., "good" followed every correct response Under

second-order schedule and FR 12 condit'ions), a larger ratio of correct

responses to total trials was found in the second-order schedul-e condi-

tion than under FR 12. James, unlike Lucille, in Phase Three showed a

larger ratio of correct responses to total trials under the second-order

schedule with "good', FR 3 (FR 4:S), than under FR 12. Like Lucille, in

Phase Four, Janes showed a larger ratio of correct responses to total

trials under the second-order schedule lacking "good", FR 3 (FFR 4:S) no

'good"r than under FR 12. However, in Fhase Five, which repeated the

conditions of Phase

was about the sa¡ne

Three, the ratio of correct rêsponses to total trials

in FR 12 and the second-order schedule condition with
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,'good'r. While both children showed a larger ratio of correct responses

to total trials under the second-order schedule lacking "good" than under

FR 12 in phase Four, both children also failed to show the same relative

differences between performance under FR 12 and second-order schedules

wit¡ "good" shown in Phase Three when the same condiÈions were repeated

in Phase Five.

Considering ¡rerformance in FR 12 and second-order schedule condi-

tions in terms of the ratio of correct responses to total trials' differ-

ences observed did not apPear to dePend in any consistent \À?ay on the

particular value of the second-order schedule or upon Ehe presence or

absence of t'good" therein.

Those conditions in which more correct ;esponses were emitted also

were found to have a larger ratio of correct responses to total trials

in eight out of eight Bhases although the effects were sometimes quite

small (cf. Figrures 5 and 7). Under those conditions in which more correct

responses were emitted, the nurnber of total trials initiated was also

greater in five out of eight cases although, once againr the d'ifferences

lfere sometjmes quite snall (cf . Figures 5 and 6). Thus, there vÙas a

¡nsitive relationship between the nu¡nber of correct responses emitted in

a condition and the ratio of correct responses to total trials under that

condition. There lras a weaker positive relationship between the number of

correct responses emitted in a condition and the nr:mber of total trials

init,iated urrder that condition-

Number of picture names learnéd. Figure 8 stiows the cumulative num-

ber of picture narnes learned by each chíld in the study under the various

e:çerimental condÍtions. Table 5 lrsts the pictulîe nõImes trearned in the

study for Lucille and Table 6 does so for James. The second-order schedule
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conditions are again considered together because the particular value of

the second-order schedule and the presence or absence of "gqod" had no

differential effects on the number of picture names learned.

Summing the total number of picture nannes learned in second-order'

schedule conditions and under FR 12 for Phases Two to Five, James learned

24 picture names in FR 12 conditions and 41 in second-order schedule con-

ditíons while Lucille learned 13 in FR 12 conditions and 16 in second-

order schedule conditions. Specifically, Lucille learned more picture

names in the second-order schedule condition than under the FR 12 condi-

tion in one phase (Four), learned mor-e under FR 12 in one phase '(Three) '

and learned about the same nu¡nber in the two conditions in two phases

(Tþ¡o and Five), as shown in Figure 8. James learned more picture names

in second-order schedule conditíons than under FR 12 in three out of four

phases (Tl¡o, Three, and five)but learned about the same nu¡nber in the two

conditions in one phase (Four) as shown in Figure 8. Considering both

chitdren, more picture names were learned in second-order schedule condi-

tions ín four out of eight phases, in the FR 12 condition in one phase'

and about the same npmber in the two conditions in three phases.

As indicated by the respecti-ve slopes for the two cfrlfaren in Fig-

ure 8, James learned picture names at a relatively higher rate than

tucille.

Concerning the effect under second-order schedules of "giood"

following correct responses, in Phase Three Lucille learned more picture

na¡nes under FR 12 than under the second-order scherfule with "good', FR 4

(FR 3:S), (seven and four picture names' respectiveiy, as. shown in Figure

g). In phase Four, on the other handr Lucille learned more picture naÍres

under the second-order schedule lacking "good", FR 4 (FR 3:S) no "good"
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than under FR 12 (six and two picture names learned, respectively) ' In

Phase Five which repeated the conditions of Phase Three (i'e', "gfood"

followed every correct response under both conditions), Lucille learned

no picture names in either condition. In Phase Three James learned more

picture

(10 and

names under the second-order schedule with "good" than under FR 12

three picture names learned, respectively). In Phase Four, when

FR 12 vtas compared with a second-order schedule condition otherwise iden-

tical to that of phase Three but for Èhe lack of "good'! following correct

responses, ;Iames learned one more picture name under FR 12 than under the

seêond-order schedule (three and two picture names learned' respectively) '

In Phase Five, which repeated Èhe conditions of Phase Three, James learned

more picture names under the second-order schedule with "good" than under

FR 12 (seven and five picture names learned, respectivellt). considering

tne ír¡n¡er of picture names learned under the various experimental condi-

tÍons, the presence or absence of "good' had no clear effect.

Relating the number of picture nanes l-earned to other'measures

showed that Lucille emitted more correct resPonses and showed a larger

ratio of correct responses to total trials in the second-order schedr¡le

condition in the one phase (Four) in which she learned more picture names

und,er that condition (Figrures 8, 5, and'7). In the one phase (Three) in

which LuciIIe.learned more picture names r:nder FR 12,. She ernitted about

the same nu¡nber of correct responses under the two condiiions but showed

a larger,ratio of correct resPonses to total trials under FR 12 (figures

8, 5, and 7). of the two phases (Two and Five) in which Lucille learned

about the same number of picture nanes in FR 12 and second-order schedule

conditions, in,both cases mQre correct responses ldere emitted in the .

second-order schedule conditions. The ratio of correct responses to total



trials in these cases was greater under FR 12 in one phase (Five) and

about equal in the two conditious in the other phase (fwo) as shown in

Figures 8, 5, and 7.

lfith James, relatíng the number of picture names learned to other

measures showed that in tr¿o of the three phases (TWo and Three) in which

nor.e picÈure names were learned in second-order schedule condiÈions Èhan

under FR 12, more correct responses were emitted and a larger ratio of

correct responses to total trials was shown in the second-order schedule

conditions (Figures 8, 5, and 7). In the thiril phase (Five) in which

James learned more picture names in second-order schedule conditions' the

number of correct responses and the ratio of correct responses to total

trials was about the same in the two conditions (Figures 8, 5, and 7).

In the one phase in which James learned about Èhe same number of picture

na¡nes in FR 12 and second-order schedule conditions, James emitted more

correct responses and showed a larger ratio of correct resPonses to total

trials in the second-order schedule condition (Figures 8' 5' and 7) '

considering both children, in three out of four phases in which

more picture names were learned in Second.-order schedule conditíons

(ilq4es - Phases Tt¡o and Three, Lucille - Phase Four) more correct responses

arrd ." larger ratio of correct responses'to total trials was aLso found in

the second-order schedule conditions (Figures 5 and 7) ' In the fourth

case in which more picture names \dere learned in the second-order sched-

ulecondition(Janes-PhaseFive)asimilarnu¡iberofcorrectresponses

and about equal ratios of correct responses to total trials were found

under the two conditions (cf- Figures 8, 5, and 7) ' In the one case in

.which more picture names were learned under FR 12 (Lucille - Phase Three),

the ratio of correct resPonses to total trials was larger under FR 12 than

, ::.:.:.: i-ll
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under the second-order schedule buÈ about the same nurnber of correct

responses were emitted in the two conditions (Figures 8, 5, and 7) '

Generally, the relatiVe nr:mber of picture names learned under a condition

was positively related to Èhe relative number of correct responses emitted

under that condition and to the relative size of the ratio of correct

responses to total trials un<ler the respective conditions'

overall, more picture names were learned in second-order schedule

conditions than in FR 12 conditions in four of eight phases; about the

s¿rme number were learned in the two conditions in three phases, and in

one phase more picture names were learned under FR 12. The particular

second-order schedule value and the presence or absence of "9ood" did not

apPear to make a consistent difference in the findings'

Patterning of response rates. Recall that in the present study a

pause was defined as the average latency from the onset' of the attending

light to a lever Press ¡y ttre child. Average Pauses were calculated for

each of thè twelve ordinal positions following primary reinforcement

r¡nder FR 12 and second-order schedules for trials on which correct res-

ponses were emitted. with Lucille, under both FR 12 and second-order

schedules the longest Pause in responding occurred after primary rei¡r-

forcement(i.e-ratordinalpositionone)andfåiswasfollowedbyshorter

pauses over the remaining ordinal positions, as shown in Figute 9, top'

center, and bottom left-hand panels- Thus, the overall pattern of res-

ponse rates assumed a pause and rr¡n Pattern charact'eristic of FR schedules

at intermediate to high values. Sriei stimulus presentations' on the

other hand, indicated by 's' in Figures g and 10, had little noticeable
..

effect, on patterni+g of response rates within components under FR 6 (rn

2:S)andFR4(FR3:S)sinceclearlylongerPausesdidnotoccurat'
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ordinal positions i¡rmediately following brief sti:nulus presentations

alone under these schedules in Phases Two and Three, as shovm in Figure 9¡

center and bottom left-hand panels. In Phase Four slight1y longer pauses

followed brief stimulus presentations alone on the average after one but

not the other presentation within the second-order schedule, FR 4 (FR

3:S) no r'giood", âs shown in Figure 10, top left-hand panel . In Phase

Five under FR 4 (FR 3:S), slightly longer pauses on the average followed

two of the three brief stirnulus presentations within the second-order

schedule, as shown in Figure 10, bottom left-hand panel'

With James, an overall pause and run patÈern occurred following

prímary reinforcement in the second-order schedule conditions in all four

phases (open circles) but under FR 12 in only one phase (closed circles) '

as shown in Figure 9, center and bottom right-hand panels, and Figure 1O'

top ánd bottom right-hand panels. lfithin component patterning of res- '

ponse rates under second-order schedules, indicated by longer pauses in

responding following brief stimulus presentations alone, occurred under

FR 2 (FR 6:5) in Phase Two, FR 3 (FR 4:S) in Phase Three, and und'er FR 3

(FR 4:S) no rrgood" in Phase Four, as shown in Figure 9' center and bottom

right-hand panels, and Figure 10, top right-hand pane}. In'Phase Five,

however, a slightly longer pause on the'average followed the first but

not the second brief stimutrus presentation alone under FR 3 (f'R 4:S) ' as

shown in Figrure 10, bottom right-hand panel.

Considering the performance of both children uncler second-order

schedules, patterning of response rates within components resembled a

pause and run pattern, here indicaÈed by slighply longer pauses in res-

i¡onding following brí.qf stimulus presentations, in four out of eight l

phá'ses (James - Phases Tato, Three, and Four; Lucille - Phase Four) ' Such
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patterning vtas less clearly shown .in two phases (James - én."" Five;

Lucílle - phase five) and was absent in two phases (Lucille - Phases l\vo

and Three), as shown in Figures 9 and 10.

In summaryr ân overall pause and run pattern immediately following

primary reinforcement occurred across the twelve ordinal positions under

FR 12 and second-order schedule conditions in five out of eight phases

and under one or the other conditions in three of the three remaining

cases" pause and run patterning following brief stimulus presentaÈions

termi-nating components under second'order schedules appeared to some

degree in six of eight Phases.

Sunmary

phase One findings generally indicated,superior performance under

FR 12 to that under CRF. Specifically, both child,ren learned:nore picture

nËìmes and emitted more correct responses under FR 12 than under CRF- On

other measures, performance was either better under FR 12 than under CRF

or about the same under the two conditions. Specifically, Lucille initi-
I

ated more trials under FR 12 than under CRF but James initiated about the

sa¡ne number under the two conditions and James shovred a larger ratio of

correct responses to total trials under FR 12 than under CRF but Lucille

showed about eqùa1 ratios under the two conditions. !{ith Lucille, but

not, vrith James, a pause and run patterning of response rate followed prim-

ary reinforceÍient under FR 12.

Ì Findings in Phases Two through Five indicated that picture-narningl

behavior was generally better under- second-order schedules than under FR

12 but that differences did. not appear to be consistently related to the

particuJ-ar value of the second-order 'sched,ule or to the presence or

abs'ence of "good" therein. Considering both childrens' performance, more

:.-. :
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picture names !ìrere learned in second-order schedule condiiions in five out

of eight phases, more were learned under FR 12 in one phase, and about the

same nu¡nber were learned in the two conditions in two phases. More cor-

rect tlesponses were e¡nitted in second-order schedule conditions in six

out of eight phases and about the same number was emitted under the two

conditions in two phases. l"lore total trials per session L,tere initiated

under second-order schedules in two phases, under FR 12 in one phase, and

about the same number were initiated und.er the two conditions in five

phases. The ratio of correct responses to total trials was larger under

second-order schedules than FR t2 in five out of eight phases, smaller in

one phase, and about the same under the two conditions in one phase'

An overall patterning of response rate following primary reinforce-

ment assumed a pause and run configuration under FR 12 and second-order

schedules in all four phases in which they were com¡rared with Lucille-

9üith James, responding assumed a pause and run pattern under second-order

schedules in four phases but did so in only one phase under FR 12- gtithin

component patterning under second-order schedules was clearly shown in four

of eight phases, less clearly shown'in'two phases and absent in two phases'

One major finding of the study. was tirat picture-nalring behavior was

generally better under FR 12 than under CRF. Another was that picture-

naning behavior lvas generally beÈter under second-order schedules than

under FR 12, although the effèct did not seen to depend on the particular

second-order schedule value or-'upon the presence or absence of "good".

A further finding was thaÈ pause and run, patterning of response rates

followed brief stimulus presentations and primarlr reinforcement under

second-order schedules and fotrtowing pÌimary reinforcement under FR 12

ín most'phases.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

In general, the picture-naming behavior of both children was better :,:.::
ì-:: ì: ì i.t.i

in Èhe FR 12 condition than in the CRF condition. Both children learned

more picture names and emitted more correct responses under FR 12 thän

under CRF'. Lucille's emission of more correct responses under FR 12 was 
.,

associateil with the initiation of more trials in that condition but with ':':":

about the same ratio of co'rrect responses to total trials under FR 12 and .1"1t. 
:':

CR¡," James, on the other hand, initiated about the same number of trials

per session in the two conditions but showed a larger rati-o of correct

responses to total trials under FR t2

The differences between picture-naming behavior under CRF and FR 12

may have been a function of differences between the two cond.Ítions in

time spent eating or differences in satiatíon within sessions. Informal

observation showing that button or lever presses, naming, and imiÈative

responses frequently occurred during eating suggests thaÈ eating tÍme did
a': 't;; 

'l:
not greatly interfere with responding.- No obvious performance decreases :'::.''ì::'

within sessions attributable to satiation lvere observed though no precise ,.',..,: i

calculations lvere made to corroborate this point. Rigorous assessmenÈ

of the degree to which eating time and within sessions satiation affects

picture-naming behavior requires further exPerjJnental analysis.

: ": A pause and run patterning of response rates inmediately following

prinary reinforcement under FR 12 was found with Lucille (Figure 9, top

left-hand panel). This patterning closely resembles that found under

intermediate to high FR schedule values in basic research (Ferster.&

Skinner; L957, p. 51) " One possible factor accounting for the duration of
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the pause immediately following primary reinforcemenÈ is time spent eating

or consuning the primary reinforcer. Comparing the duration of pauses

following primary reinforcemenÈ under FR 12 and u¡rder CRI' shows that such

pauses are typically much longer under FR 12 than under CRF (cf., Figure

9, top left-hand panel). It is unlike1y, therefore, that eating tj:ne

alone ful]y accounts for the dufation of ttre pause following primary re-

inforcement under FR 12.

Vfith James, the absence of pause and run patterning under FR 12 in

phase One (Figure 9, top left-hand panel) and the similar rates of res-

ponding under CRf' and FR 12 (figure 6) suggests that the response

requirement may have been increased too rapidly from CRF to FR 12 pre-

1i¡inary training and that, with some children'the response requirement of

FR schedutes should be increased over a longer period than two or three

sessions (Thompson & Grabowski, 1972,.P. 9O, discuss effects of too

abrupt increases in response requirements).

The'general finding that picture-naming behavior was better under

FR 12 than under CRF strengthens the suggesÈion by Holland (Lg6'7, p. 17)

that those concerned with speech training -should explore schedule effects

in searching for more effective verbal training procedures. It is impor-

tant to note in addition that tl¡e. optirnally effective schedule of rein-

forcement may vary wíth the particular verbal training task involved- As

an example, lilolf, Risley and Mees (L964, p. 311) suggested Èhat initial

shaping of vocal responses may be optimally accomplished using powerful

prirnary reinforcers on a CRF schedule but that later verbal trainíng steps

may be done effectively with conditioned reinforcers. Further experinental

analysis iS required to detqrmine those, schedules which typically p:roduce

optimal performance on particular verbal training tasks.
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Second-order schedules were compared with FR 12 in Phase Two

through Five. All scheduJ-es compared required twelve correct naming or

imitative responses for primary reinforcement. Second-order schedules

differed from FR 12 in the nurnber of bríef stimulus Presentations occurr-

ing during the schedule (which followed either every second, third' fourth,

or sixth correct response under second-order schedules) and also in one

phase (Four) by the absence of "good" following correct responses in

second-order schedule conditions. In general, picture-namingi behavior

was better under second-order schedules than under FR 12. Consideríng

both children, more picture names were learned under second-order sched-

ules than under FR 12 in five of eight phases (Figure 8). About the same

number of picture names were learned under FR 12 and second-order sched-

ules in two phases and in one phase, one more response vtas learned. under

FR 12 than under a second-order schedule. The relatively low nuntber of

picture names learned by Lucille over the study (13 under FR 12 condi-

tions and l-6 under second-order schedule conditions) may have rendered

this variable insensitive to experimental manipulations. Since the stan-

dards by which a picture name is said to be "learned" ínvolves at least

2'l correct naming and i¡nitative responsesr the number of correct responses

m,ay serve as a more sensítive variable. r 
Morg correct fesponses !'tere

enritted under second-order schedule conditions than under FR 12 in six

out:of eight phases and about the same number was ernitted in the remainÍnql

two cases under the two conditions (FÍgure 5). A larger ratio of correct

responses to total trials was found under second-order schedule conditions

ín six of eight phases, under FR 12 in one phase and the ratio was about

equal in one phase (Figure 7) - In the three phases in w-hich an averag.e

''
difference of five of more trials per session rá¡as found between second-
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order schedule and FR 12 conditions, in all three more trials were initi-

ated under second-order schedules

Present findings, then, are in rough agreeÍient with basic research

showing that brief stimulus presentations intermittently paired with

primary reínforcement tlpically enhance perfonnance beyond levels found

under otherwise identical schedules lacking such stimuli (Fíndley & Brady,

L965; Thomas e stubbs, L966¡ Lee & Go1lub, i-971). Íthile basic research

findings relate this enhancement largely to higher overall rates of res-

ponding under schedules with brief stimulus Presentations, in the present

study picture-naming behavior under second-order schedules was better than

that under FR 12 largely in terms of the number of correct responses

emitted and in terms of the ratio of correct responses to total trials

rather than as a function of a higher overall rate of responding under

second-order schedules.

Differences in picture-naming behavior under second-order schedules

and FR 12 did not appear to be related in any clear fashion to the Partic-

ula value of the second-order schedule involved. One possi-ble explanation

for ttre lack of different effects of s.econd-order schedules relaÈive to

FR 12 lies in the range of the size of component= rr=.U in the study' Lee

arät Gollub (1971) , fot example, studied second-order schedules, each

requiring 256 responses for primary reinforcement, over a range of compo-

nent size from FR 2 to FR 129 and found an inverted U-shaped funcèion

relating component size and obtained overall resPonse rate. The present

study, however, involved components under second-order schedules varying

;imilaritY of tirrairrgs underin size from FR 2 Èo FR 6. Thus the relative s

the various second:order schedules may be related to the símilarity of the

size of. the component FR schedr¡Ies involved in the second-order schedules
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studied.

Marr (1969, p. 40) stated that two additional aspects of second-order

schedule performance that should be exami-ned in addition to overalt rate

are patterning of resp,onse rate throughou'E. the sequence of component sched-

ules'terminating in primary reinforcement and the patÈerning of response

rate within each component (here terminated by brief stimulus presentations) -

Regarding overall patterning following primary reinforcement under FR 12,

Lucille showed a similar pause and run pattern of response rate under both

FR 12 and second-order schedule conditions in four out of four phases (Fig-

ure 9, center and bottom left-hand panels, Figrure 10, top and bottom left-

hand panels). !{ith James, a pause and run pattern occurred under FR 12 in

only one phase (Two, Figure 9, center right-hand panel) but occurred under

second-order schedules ín all four phases (Figure 9, center and bottom

right-harid panels, Figrure 10, top and.bottom right-hand panels). The con-'

sistent appearance of an overall pause and run pattern under second-order

schedules (in contrast to FR 12) suggests that the brief sti:nulus present-

ations functioned as conditioned reinforcers to enhance otherwise weak

behavior.

One possible explanation of l-ong pauses following prirnary reinforce-

nrent is that such pauses are made up of time spent consuming the reinforcer.

As discussed above in connection with FR 12 performance in Phase One' com-

parison of pauses after primary reinforcement under CRF (Figure 9, top

panels) with such pauses under second-order schedules (Figures 9 and l-0'

a1t but top two panels of Figure 9) shows that pauses following primary

reinforcement under second-order schedulçs a¡e tlpically much longer than

those under CRF. It is unlikely, therefore, that the longer pauses follow-

ing reinforcernent underlsecond-order schedules are simply an effect of
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time spent eating.

Regarding the second aspect of performance under second-order sched-

ules pointed to by Marr (1969, p. 40), patterning of response rate within

components, basic research findings have shown pauses following brief

stimulus presentations to be of similar durations to pauses following

primary reinforcement in some studies (e.g., Findley & Br'ady, 1965) and

shorter than pauses following primary reinforcement 
.in 

other studies (e.g.,

Lee & collub, 1971). In studies showing pauses fotlowing brief sti:nulus

presentations and primary reinforcement to be of similar length, the over-

all response requirement to pri:nary reinforcement has been relatively

Iarge (e.g., FR 4OOO) while studies showing shorter pauses following brief

stirnulus presentations than following primary reinforcement have involved

relatively smaller resPonse requirements (e.g., FR 256). In the present

study, with a relatively small response requirement to primary reinforce-

ment, i.e., twelve .ott"åt responses, Pauses in responding following brief

stirnulus piesenÈations were on the average much shorter than those follow-

ing prímary reinforcêment (Figures 9 and 1O).

With .Tameso relatively longer Pauses on the average followed brief

sti¡nu1us presentations terminating components within second-order schedules

in three out of four phases (Figure 9, center right-hand panel, Figure lO,

top right-hand panel). In ttre fourth case relatively longer pauses on

the average followed the first but not the second brief stimulus present-

ation within rir 3 (FR 4:S) (Figure 1o, bottom right-hand panel) ' with

Lucille, although there lnlas an indication of relatively longer Pauses

:!,

eoiiowing brief stimulus presentations under several second-order sched-
':n --ulés (Figure 10, top and. bottom left-hand Panels), patterning unde¡ second-

order schedules generally resembLed FR 12 performance. The general finding'
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however, of pause and run patterning following brief stimulus presentations

terminating components to some degree in six out of eight phases supports

the conclusion that brief stimulus presentations functioned as conditioned

reinforcers under second-order schedules. This conclusion is also sup-

ported by the findíngrmentioned above, of an overall pause and run pattern

of response rate under second-order schedules in all four phases with

James but in only one phase $titÉ FR 12-

Given the narrow range of component sizes invol-ved in the second-

order schedules studied in the phases of this study, it. is not possible to

outline a function relating component size and enhancemenÈ effects of

brief stimuli. It is interesting to note that pause and run patterning

was absent under second-ordei schedules with the smallest components'

FR 2:S and FR 3:S (Lucille - Phases Two and Three) and present under FR

3:S (in another phase), FR 4:S, and 'FR 6:5 (tucille - Phase Four, James -

phases Two through Five). These findings mesh with those of Lee and

GoIIub (1971) who found pause and run patterning within comPonents varying

in size from FR 128 to FR 32 but found less evidence for such patterning

wittr FR I and FR 2 components. They ascribed the absence of Patterning

with small components to the weakness of the brief stimulus presentations

. as conditioned reinforcers due to frequent presentêtions but infrequent

pairing with primary reinforcernent.

It would appear that the optimally effective second-order schedule
,, ì¡,,.. 

a,-,..

invol,ving FR components maintained under FR schedules would involve a

re1ativetytargecomponentsizeandhenceareIativeIyhighproportion

of pairing of brief stimulus presentations with primary reinforce¡nent.

If, as Lee and Gollub (1971) offer, foll-olving Barofsky and Huncitz (1968)

and others, the rate of responding under FR schedules is an inverËed i.',',.',
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U-shaped function of FR size whether reinforced with primary or conditioned

reinforcement, a task for applied researchers interested in optimizing ver-

bal training effectiveness should be to determine the FR values making up

such a curve and if such was obtained to then employ brief stimulus pre-

sentations in a manner which would maximally enhance responding.

Two other points'iare relevant to the interpretation of the effects

of second-order schedules in this study. The first point relates to the

controversy in the basic literature over whether it is necessary for brief

stinuli to be paired with prímary reinforcement for such stimuli to enhance

performance beyond levels found in otherwise identical schedules lacking

such stimuli (e.g., Hendry, L969¡ Stubbs, L?TL). Since brief stimulus pre-

sentations were intermittently paired with pri:nary reinforceÍient under aII

second-order schedules in this study, it is not possible to state whether

intermíttenÈ paíring of brief stimulus presentations and primary reinforce-

ment is a necessary condition in order;that the st,imuli enhance perform-

ance. Second, since no assessment was made of the reinforcing po\iler of the

stimulus presentations prior to the study, it is not possible to concLude

that the stimuli acquired reinforcing porrer as a result of the procedures

ínvolved in the study.

Control by schedules of reinforceinent coutd also have been examined

by way of the number of errors (i.e., incorrect naming and' imitative res-

ponses and no responses) occurring at each of the twelve ordinal positions

in the FR 12 and second-order schedules. Osborne and Davis (Lg74), for

example, found that the largest number of errors on a matching to sample

task under an FR schedule of reinforcenent occurred in the first quarter

of the ratio with fewer errors in the following quarters. Analysis of

errors, however, proved impractical in the present study due to the gener-
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alty low nrmber of errors occurring at the respective ordína1 Positions.

A further question asked in the present study concerned the effect

under second-order schedules of the verbal stimulus "good" following

correct responses. Given the objective of simplifying procedure without

reducing their effectiveness in changing behavior, an attempt was mad'e to

determine whether the verbal stimulus "good" presented following every

correct response contrilcuted to the probability of the behavior observed

under particular second-order schedules. Lee and Gollubrs (1971) finding

that brief st,imulus presentations presented very 'frequently, e.9., after

every other response, produced little enhancement of performance beyond

schedule.s lacking these stimuli suggested that the verbal stimulus "good"

presented after every correct response might make little contribution to

the probability of behavior observed., In Phase Three FR 12 was compared

¡vith second-order schedules in which "good" followed correct responses,

ín Phase Four with 
""aorrd-otder 

schedules lacking "good" but otherwise

ídentical to those of Phase Three, and in Phase Five the conditiom of

phase Three were repéated. The presence or absence of "good" under second-

order schedules appeared to make little consistent difference to the find-

ings under second-order schedules and under FR 12. Ifith LuciIIe in Phases

Four.and Five the re¡noval and reinstatement of "gfoodf in one condition

Ied to changes in both conditions. The nr¡mber of correct responses emitted

and the ratio of correct responses to total trials feIl sharply (Figure 5

and Figures C and E in Appendix I). The finding that a manipulation in

one.condition produced a change in both conditions suggests that these

findings, relating to'rgood", might be limíted to cond.itiqr.ts compared in

this way. It is not possible to provide enpirical support for an interpre-

tation of this lack of independence between the conditíons although it is



possible to speculate that weak stimulus control and perhaps weak rein-

forcers contributed to these findings-

Given the facts that "good" did not appear to have a consistent

effect under second-order schedules but that the performance of one sub- 
,,, ..,, ..,,' - ':''"' :'

ject,deteriorated in both conditions when "good" was absent following

correct responses in only one condition, on balance "glood" should perhaps

be retained in verbal training sessions using second-order schedules at :-.. . .--. ::;: , .:::,,..,.;..

least untiL further experimental analysis clarifies some of the factors ;r': ' '::' ':

:.'.,::..''.:l":

accounÈingfortheeffectsof,,good,,undersuchscheduIes.

Although the present experimental findings were obtained with

solid state electronic equipment, the schedules employed in this study

could have been applied to verbal training without such equipment' OnIy

a pencil, recording sheet, and reinforcers would be necessary to apPly

CRF and FR 12 schedules. To apPly second-order schedules ringing a simple

bell could function as the brief stimulus.
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CHAP1IER V

SUMMARY

The search for more effective verbal training procedures involved

comparíng the effects of several schedules of reinforcement on picture-

naning behavior of two severely retarded children on a standardized

picture-naming task. In Phase One, both children learned more picture

names'and emitted more correct responses under FR 12 than under CRF' On

other measures FR 12 performance hras either better ot "qo"i to that under

CRF.

In phases Two through Five, performance under FR 12 was compared

with that under several second-order schedules. Considering both child-

ren, more picture names were learned in second-order schedule conditions

in four out of eíght phases; about the same number were learned under the

two conditions in three it.="", and more were learned under FR 12 in one

phase. Moie correct naming and imitative responses occurred under second-

order schedules in six of eight phases and about the same nu¡nber occurred

under the two condítions in the other two phases. The differences observed

between performance under FR 12 and second-order schedules did not appear

to depend in any clear way on the particular value of, the second-order

schedules

Other evidence that the schedules of reinforcement controlled res-

pondÍng came. from patterning of response: rates following primary reinforce-

ment under FR 12 and following primary reinforcernent and brÍef sti¡nulus

presentaÈions.

Findings concerning the effect sg lrgoodr! following correct responses

under second=order schedules were not clear. GÍven the lack of clarity
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and the likelihood that rrgoodr! may serve as a conditioned'reinforcer for

many children, it perhaps should be retained under second-order schedules-

In general, findings suggest that on FR 12 schedule of primary

reinforcement generates better picture-naming behavior than does CRF and

that, although less clearly the case, second-order schedules invotving

brief stimulus presentations produce better picture-naming behavior than

an'otherwise identical FR schedule lacking such stimuli. Directions for

furttrer experimental analysis include determining the FR values which

typicatly generate highest rates of responding on a picture-naming task

and finiling the most effective second-order schedules related to these

FR values
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